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Holland City News.
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HOLLAND, MICIL, SATURDAY, DECEMBER

VII.— NO. 46.
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Yearly advertisers have the privilege of three
changes.
Business Cards in City Directory, not over three
$2.00 per

lines,

annum,

drain, Feed, Etc.
Manufacturerof andDcalerin Wheat, white bushel .....
LI Agricultural Implements; commission agent Corn, shelled bushel ......
Oats. ^ bushel ...............
for Mowing Machines' cor. 10tb«fc River street.

new

I

(

An Z before the Subscriber'sname will donote Mills.)near foot of 8th street.
Ihe expiration of the Subscription.Two XX sigyERBEEK, U. W..± CO., Proprietorsof the
nify that no paper will be continuedafter dale.
Phoenix Planing Mill. All winds of buildAll advertisingbills collectable quarterly. ing material furnished at Urand Raimis prices.

V

P. H. Manufacturerof Wooden, and
Irou and Wood comblualiou Pumps. Cor10th and River streets.
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FRED. II. MAY, Manager.
C. Lbavenwohtu,Oen'l Freight Agent.
W. BAUMQAKTEL, Agent,

E.

—/Iris Gray, In Chicago Timet.

MM
HAILRO
d

LAEE

Ml

A.3D,

Sells Tickets to principal points In the United
T EDEBOER, B. Physicianand Surgeon: Oftlce Sta’es
and Canada. Through hills of Lading Issued
corner Eleventh and River street opposite
and rates given for fieight to all points east and
public square.

xJ

west. Information as

T EDEBOER, F,

1J

ottice at

& M.

L. S.

VI C

s., Physician and Sutgeon;

residence, on Eighth street, uear Chi.
R. R. crossing.

to

routes and connections

lor travellers,and rates of freight for shippers,
cheerfully furnished at the

Chicago Depot, Holland, Mich%
7-1

CULLOCH

TiiOS., Physician and Surgeon.
*Tl having permautly located in Holland, can
bo louud at Win. Van Putteu’sDrug store. Cuds
made in city and country day or night. Acute
and Chronic diseases successfullytreated. Consultation
l4-4w

free.

Holland. Mich.
Close connectionsmade at Allegan with U. K. A
. R. R. and L. S. A M. S. for Plaiuwell, Kalamaroo Ft. Wayne, Cleveland, Ac.. Ac.

v

Don't be Deceived.

persons say ”1 haven’t got the
Consumption” when asked to cure their
Cough with Shiloh’sConsumption Cure.
o CUOUTEN, R. A. City Pnysician. OlUce at D.
Do they not know that Coughs lead to
R. Meengs’ Drug Store, btb Street.
Consumption and a remedy (hut will cure
Consumption will certainlyand surely
Plt)Mgr*phar.
cure a cough or any lung or throat trouble.
I T IQGINS, B. P. the leading Photographer,GalWo know it will cure when all others fail
II lery opposite this olttce.
aud our faith in it is so positive thut we
will refund the price paid if you receive
Saldlen,
no benefit.Is not this a lair proposition.
yAUPELL, II., Manufacturer of aud dealer m Price 10 cts. 50 cts. and 1 100 per bottle.
Harness, Trunks, Saddles and Whips;
For lame Chest, Back or side, use Shiloh’s
Eighth street.
Porous Plaster. Price 25 Vis. For sale by.
Tobacco and Cigars.
I). U. Meengs, H. Walsh, Win. Van Putten
and J. O. Doesburg.
'PE ROLLER, O. J., General dealer In Tobacco,
---JL Cigars, Snutl, Pipes, etc.; Eighth street.

V

Why

TOWARD. M.

D., Claim Agont, Attorney and
Notary Public ; River street.

-

ViC BRIDE, P. 11., Attorney and Counselor at
IfX Law, and Proctor in Admiralty.No. 11
rpEN EYCK.

X

J.,

Agent. Odlce
Eighth street.

Attorneyat Law and Collecting
In Kenyon A Van Pullen's batiK

Y

street.

W. Butkau, N. G.

(

NOTICE.

and Shoes.

Boot*

XU

day.

> EE, D. M., Dental Surgeon ; residenceand ofYJT flee on Elgnm street, opposite Vau Raalte’s
bhoe store.
/

Better than Gold.

-

L. E. BEST, M. D.
Grand Rapids, Nov. 25 1878.

-

he found at E. J. Harrington. This is the

T'VOESBURQ.

O., Dealer in Drugs aud MediXX clnes, Paints and Oils, Brushes, Ac. Phy- finest and best Lard for family use in the
sician's prescriptions carefully put up: Eighth si.
United States.
J.

fEENGS, D.

R., Drug Store. Fine Drugs, Mediclues, Faucy Goods, Toilet Articles aud Perfumeries. River street.
A

E. J.

HARRINGTON

xTX

yAN PUTTEN, Wm., Dealer in
V

ft

Drugs, Medl-

clnes, Paints, Oils, etc.; Proprietor of Dr.
W. Van Dsn Bkru's Family Medicines;Eighth St.
^

WALSH
TV

HEBER,

Druggist A Pharmacist; a
full stock of goods appertaining to the bus-

iness.
Furniture.

yf EYER,

H. A CO.. Dealers in sil kinds of FnriYL nlture, Curtains. Wall Paper, Toys, Coffins,
picture Frames, etc. : River street.

One

of the finest preparationsfor the

Hair we ever got acquaintedwith
Hair Rcnewer.” It

is

is

“Lee’s

the heat article to

restore the color and prevent the falling
out, and can he had at Schouten

The

grand climax of success

achieved. The poor

rejoice,

at

last

the

sick

is

and walk, the rich bask in the golden
sunshineof perfect health. The physical
miseries of the human frame need no longer be endured. Dr. King's California
Golden Compound, for Dyspepsia, Constipation, Sick Headache, Coming up of
Food, Jaundidfe, Liver Complaint, Biliousness, General Debility,Drowsiness and
Low Spirits. This wonderful remedy will
poaititely cure, and that where every other
remedy has failed. To prove that this
wonderful remedy will do all we claim for
il you are presentedwith a trial bottle free
of cost, by which you will readily perceive
its wonderful curative qualities,and will
show you what a regular one dollar size
bottle will do. For sale by Ueber Walsh,
Holland, Michigan.
arise

N. K. Fairbank’s tin caddy Lard can

Dragi and Medicine*.

In

Theconlract with Captain Eads provided
for the

& West-

veer’s drug store. Price only 50 cents.
36-6 in

JusTjmported an immense stock of

for-

-

eign and domestic woolen and cotton

of

the case

against

Van

Trustees

of

Schools

Allen, the questionas to

what

right a parent has to direct the studies

constructionof jelly work at the

pursued by his child who attends a public
mouth of the South Pass, in order to
school is considered. It is held that the
secure and maintain a navigable channel
trustees of a school district may prescribe
from the Pass into the Gulf of Mexico. It
what studies shall be pursued, and may
required a cltannel 20 feel deep and 200
regulate the classificationof the pupils,

feet

wide

at

bottom, within

from passage of the
payment

act,

tiiirty

months

upon which

a

$500,000 would be made, and

of

upon obtainment of channels of two

feel

additional depth, with correspondinglyin-

30 feet and a width of bottom of 350 feet

was obtained,payments of $500,000 were

but thut a parent

may

select

from the

branches pursued those which the child
shall study, so long aa'the exercise of such
selection does not interfere with the system

prescribed for the school; and that the
child cannot be excluded from

simply hcctuse lie

In

litis case the

one study

is deficient in another.

pupil was denied admis-

bo made with additionalpayments in
sion to a public high school because of
by government, up to that period, of
his deficiency in a knowledge of grammar,
$4,250,000,with a million dollars addiwhich his father had forbidden him to
tional earned by the contractor, to he restudy. He had asked ' to be admitted to
tained, however, by the government a cerpursue only those studies in which he
tain period as security that the jelly works
was sufficientlyproficient to entitle
would maintain the channel secured. The
him to admission to the high school.
total cost of the 80-foot channel, with
The court held that a rule requiring his
full

width of bottom of 350

feet,

would be $5,-

exclusionwas unreasonableand could not

250,000. Another provision was made
be enforced. In Morrow against Wood,
for the annual payment of $100,000 to
Captain Eads for

a period of

twenty years

for keeping the works in repair and maintaining said channel.

-

Wisconsin, a father directed his child,

who

attendeda public school, to study

only certain branches among those taught

The teacher, with notice
such direction,required the child to
regular payments of $500,000 each— two
study other aubjects, aud upon his refusal
payments for tl.e 20 and 22 foot channels,
to do so, whipped him. This was held to
In the school.

To date Captain Eads has received three

under the provisions of the contract, and
the last payment under
the con tract,

made

a modificationof

at the last session of

Congress,Captain Eads has also received,
under the

act

just mentioned, $80,000 for

certain monthly expenditures,making the
total

amount

received to date $1,580,000.

He has expended and incurredobligations

and

ample channel of

23^

nearly complete except at the sea ends,

An Antonitihing Fact.

L. E Best, having
TTEROLD, E., Manufacturer of aud dealer in
certain. Millions ol bottles of this medBoots and Shoes, Leather, Findings,etc., settled in the city of Grttnd Rapids, offers icine have been given away to try its virhis services asa Physician, Surgeon and AcEighth street.
tues, with satisfactory results in every
coucheur to the public at large, anu
Commitilon Merchant.
case. You can buy a sample bottle for 10
whereas he pays particularattention to
cents to try. Three doses will relieve the
TIEACH BRO'8, CommissionMerchants, and chronic diseases, and fine surgery, he hits
X) dealers in Grain, Flour and Produce. High- concluded to stop at the City Hotel, in the worst case. Positivelysold by all Druggists on the Western Continent.
est market price paid for wheat. Othci: lit Brick
Ciiy ol Holland, on Saturday of each week,
store cor. Eighth A rlsh streets,Holland, Mich. i7
where he can be consulted during the

The undersigned,Dr.

Sentiit.

Authority of P&renti Over Their Children's
School Studies.

popular and Irafeet, and for the greater length of the
by D. R. Meengs,
Putten and J. O. channel between the jetties, over or
through this same bar a channel of 28 to
35 feet in depth. The main jettties are

take the advice of Druggists and your
friends, and try one bottle of Green’s
August Flower. Your speedy relief is

14-ly

for subscription,

address J. B. Lippiucott & Co., Philadel-

Work.

‘‘HACKMETACK”a

A

Hotel.

For specimen numbers, or

O

R. A. Sououten, R. 8.

improved appearance, and
an increased circulation.

an

is deservingof

you suffer with Dyspepsia and in the progress of the work of over $2,000,liver complaint,Constipation, and general 000 to date.
TOSLIN A BREYMAN, Watchmakers, Jewelers, debilitywhen you can get at our store
Before the jetty works were commenced
aud dealers in Fancy Goods; Corner «f Mar- Shiloh’s System Vilali/.erwhich we sell
there
existed an immense bar of sand or
ket aud Eighth Street.
on a posiiive guarantee to cure you.
silt,
with
a depth of only 8 feet of water
Price 10 els. and 75 cts. For sale by. D.
It. Meengs. H. Walsh, Wm. Van Putten, between the channel in 8oulh Pass and
and J. O. Doesburg.
navigable waters of the Gulf. There is

large proportion of the American peoF. & A. II.
ple are to day dying from the effects of
Banking anl Excbanga.
A Rkoular Communicationof Unity Lodok. Dyspepsia or disordered liver. The result
PUTTEN JACOB, Banking and Col- No. 191, F. A A. M.. will he held at Masonic Hall. ol these diseases upou the masses of intellecliug, DraLs bought aud sold; Eiglitn Holland, Mich., on Wednesday evening, Jan.
ligent and valuable people is most alarmi3, at 7)tf o’clock, sharp.
9-ty
David Bkrtscu, W. M.
ing, making life actually a burden instead
O. Bkeyxan, Stc'u.
Barbsrt.
of a pleasant existence of enjoyment and
uselulness us it ought to he. There is no
I'VE GROUT, L. barber. Hair cutting, shaving,
good reason for litis, il you will only
XX shampoouing, hair-dyeing, etc., done at rea
jtloticcs.
throw aside prejudice and skepticism,
onable rates. Barber shop next door to the City

yAN

number. The magazine starts her new
year with

will

of each week
Visiting brothers are cordially invited.

River street.

that has ap-

peared previous to the issue of January

Watchei aud Jevalry.

I. 0. of 0. F.
grant perfume. Sold
Holland City Lodge, No. 192, Independent Order
of Odd Fellows, holds its regular meetings at Odd Ti. Walsh, Wm. Van
Fellow's Hall, Holland Mich., on Tuesday Evening Doesburg.

sub-

Conditionand Results of Captain Eads’s

to-day a wide

XX

'Through Winding Ways”

in

Many

-

new

that portion of

phia, Pa.

Mississippi Jetties.

Attorneyi.

T

scribers, in book-form,

to

O

Grand Haven Rail Road.

Solas North.
No. 4. No. 2.

MATRAU,

FREIGHT AND TICKET AGENT,

CHICAGO

Miss

Wind-

notice that the

publishersfurnish free to all

creased widths at bottom, until a depth of

A NNI8. T. K., Physician;residence, opposite
tx. S. W. cor. Public Square.

6.10 “

* Mixed trains,
t Dally except Sunday and Monday.
J Daily except Saturday,
i Mondays only.
All other trains daily except Sundays.
All trains on this road, will be run by Chicago
time which is 20 minutes later than Columbus
time.

Effect,

“

We

beginning to end.

throw Iter glory 'round us;
Let us watch and pray
For the dawning of a day
That shall drown in sunshineall the shade that
bound us.
Bury wrong and passion deep,
With the old year’s endless sleep;
Let us And deep pleasure in the boon of giving;
For the child-year born anow ;
Let our hearts beat strong and true,
Let ns live that life be worth the toll of living.
to

...

H. C.

Physicians

A Sll, 11. L. A R. B. Best, Surgeons ami PhysiIV. ciaus. OlUce at their residence,Overysel,

* 10 45 a. m.

3 25 p. in. |

it

Taken

Pork, ••

Store,8ih street.

5.25 a. in.
3.35 p. m.

&

Chicago.
«.
>1
ii

V

“
....................
Smoked
“
Ham
“
lb

T

m.
f 5.15 “
3.30 p. m.

11.55 a.m.
t 9.20 p.m.

44

.......... ......... 3 a 4
..........
at 3
Lard
.......... 6 ® 8
Meat ............... .......... 8 ft 10
..........................7 ® 9
Shoulders .......... .......... 5 ® 7
Tallow, per lb .............
......... B ® 8
Turk'-ys.
.........................7 ® 9
Chickens,dressed per lb ..... ..........tt ® 8
Beef, dressed per

j 2 00 a.

4 4

U

HENRY D., Real Estate and Insurance
Agent, Notary Public and Conveyancer;Collections made in Hollandand vlclnitv.
|_)OST,

L

It (X)
18 no
1 25
1 20
85
2 13
4 00

\I7ALS11, il., Notary Public, Conveyancer,
t
and Insurance Agent. Otbce, Cxty Drug

Hutlund,

Grand Rapids.

14

1878.
Leave

Arrive at
Holland,

Train*.

RJ
28
27
40

bushel ........
Bran, $ ton .................
Feed. V ton ........ .........
^ 1D0 lb ...............
Bariev, ^ 100 lb ..............
Middling, 100 lb ..........
Flour, y 100 !b ...............
Pearl Barley, $ 100 lb ........

yyiLMS,

Effect,

drawing near

The
(g

Buckwheat,
IJAUELS. VAN PUTTEN&CO., Proprietors
of Hugger MUlt; Steam Saw and Flour

Olncy’s charming serial, ‘‘Through

A happy, gladsome year
Is

Manufactories,Mills, Shops, Etc.

TTKALD, K. K.,

Dorr.

“Christus!” by Julia C. R.

10
2 00

Railroad ties. ................
Shingles, A # nt ............. ........ ’....3

Notices of Births, Marriages, and Deaths published whitout charge for subscribers.

Taken

.

V

1

fond mother,yielding her own life,

So dies the year!

_

2
8

hi

.

“The

And with oniotions passlonatuand wild,
ing Ways,” grows in interest, and the
For the mother'sloss our hearts will sorrow;
''Monthly Gotsip” contains several papen
Clasping to our bosoms her tender new-born child,
deserving of notice. The whole number
We shall smile Hiptln upon the morrow.
is bright and thoroughly readable from
Cheer up, never fear!

“

“

O

358.

very striking poems in the number.—

Gives to the world another,

UIH,

•

a

Produce, Etc.

25
Apples,$ bushel ........... ••••$ 20®
Livery and Sale Stable; Ucune, y bushel ..............
.
ll OlUce of Daily Stage Line to Saugatuck, 9th Butter,
11
^ lb .................
street,uear Market.
Ifl
Clover seed, tylb ............
BULLED Cllif,
16
Eggs, dozen .............
OFFICE: VAN LANDEQEND S BLOCK.
10
Honey. lb ................. ..... ®
Wagonankersand Blacksmiths.
Hay, ^ ton ...................... 8 (k) ®
35
0. 7. D0E3BURG, Editor and Pablisher. fNlJKKMA J. & C. Wagon and Blacksmith Onions. $ bushel ..........
<55
40
IJ Shop. Horse-shoeingand all kinds of repair- Potatoes, $ bushel ..........
1 25
TISKS OF 333SCBIPTI0N:-S2.00poryear in adTisse. ing done. Eighth Street a lew doors west of Kivcr. Timothy Seed, $ bushel .....
Wool, $ lb ...............
JOB PHINTINO PBOIIPTLt AND NEATLY DONE.
Wood, Staves, Etc,
Meat Markets.
Cordwood, maple, dry ......
$ 2 50
TERMS OF ADVERTISING:
greet .....
2 00
IJUTKAU & VAN ZoEltKN, New Meat Marbeach, dry ........ . . . . .
2 00
ket, neurcoruerEighth and Fish Street. All
One square of ten linos, (nonpareil,) 75 cents
*• green ......
1 75
fonlm insertion, and 25 cents for each subse- kinds of sausages constantly on hand.
Hemlock Bark ...............
®4 00
quent insertion for any period under three
IT'UITE.J.,Deulcrlnall kinds of meats and Staves, pork, white oak, .....
mouths.
Staves. Tierce,
12 00
IV vegetables;Meat Market on 8th street.
| 3 m. | 6 m. I 1 Y.
Heading bolts, softwood... ...... @ 2 54
1 Square
5 00 I 8 00
8 50
Heading bolts, hardwood....
2 75
yAN DERHAAR, H., Dealer in Fresh, Salt, Stave
“
5 O1'
8 00 10 00
2 25
bolls, softwood .......
and Smoked Meats and Vegetables; paper
“
8 00 10 00 i 17 00
3 (X)
Stave bolts, hardwood ......
and twine; 8th street.

PUBLISHED KVEUY 8ATUHDAY AT

NO.

Poet’s Protest,” by Alfred H. Louis, and

Livery and Sale Stable. Ofllee
on Market street. EverythingUrat-

class

WHOLE

1878.

1878.

(Due paibctji.

E H„

>OON

1J

28,

where the

least

depth of channel (23*4 feu0

now exists. Great preparationsare now
being

made

for the proseculionof this

work, and the most cheering results are
anticipated in the speedy enlargement and

improvementof

this important outlet to

of

bean unlawful assault. In Ruleson against
Post, in Illinois,a girl, sixteen years of
age, was in attendance

public

entitled,and was in a class which, by the
course of study prescribed by the director*

of the school, was required

keeping. Under the

to study

book-

direction of her par-

ents she refused to pursue this study,

and

for that reason was, by the teacher, acting

under

the order of the directors, forcibly

expelledfrom the school. The court held
that the directorsand teacher were
liable in

an

tors having

all

action of trespass, Ihe direc-

no power

to prescribe such a

rule or to authorize the teacher to enforce
ii.—

Albany Law Journal.

Christine Nilsson’s present dress is
thus described: “For her winter costume
fancy an exact coat made of diagonal
cloth by a tailor, in every respect (except

a woman’s figure) like a

suitability to

man’s coat, with cutaway

tails, or, as it is

called in old fashionedparlance,the shadbellied coat. It buttons across the breast,

and under

the sea.— [Aeu> Orleans Times.

upon a

school to the benefit of which she was

is seen the waistcoat to

match,

with the tsual ve»t pockets, across which

the watch chain is slung. Then add

Lippincott’i Magazine.

standing shirt-color,plain starched linen
Lippineotl'a Magazine for January, be-

shirt-front,necktie, with a horse shoe pin
ginning the new volume, has a varied and stuck in it. She wears no petticoatswhatj
attractive list

of contents. There

are

ever, but buckskin breeches; and over

three illustratedarticles,—‘‘Yorkshire By-

these is a plain, untrimmed skirt of plaid
ways,” by Alfred 8. Gibb*, ‘‘The Artists’ or grey goods, tightly drawn backward.
Island,” by Dwight Benton, and ‘‘Wild A tweed hat or beaver, Is the head gear.
Boars and Boar Hunting, by Dr. G. Archie For evening dress the all-blackbroadcloth,

Stockwell,Miss Laffan, the author of that with white tic, is assumed; for morning
capital novel, ‘‘The Honorable Miss Per* and travelling,a rough pea jacket and a
rard,” contributes a striking story of Irish

and

life called ‘‘Flitters, Tatters,

Counsellor,”which is

full

the

manners. “A Young

iences during the

Two

cuse

war,

and the

it

is 'so

A colored

Sieges of Paris,”
life of

easy.’”

Georgia minister preaches

dren,

fearful scenes en-

Commune. A

’speriencc is dat

Woman’s
Husbands” is begun In this number, and
its

it

ain’t de perit,

makes a man ’ceptableup yonder.

When

ye gits to de golden gate an’ Peter

scries of looks ye in de eye an’ yer

storiesunder the general title of

seems likely to pique curiosity by

my

a fession of 'Hgion, but de practice of

Parisian family at the time of the Franco- dat

acted under the

that

Girl’s Exper- the following practical theology : ‘‘Bred-

gives a thrilling picture of the

German

is

of humor, pa-

thos, and incisive sketches of character
antj

of coarse texture. Christine’sex-

skirt

shows him yer

long creed an’ says, popous like, dat yer
’longed to de big ’PUcolopian Church, de

fresh ’postle *11 shake his head an’ say, ‘Dat ain’t

and trenchantdelineationsof American
life in fashionablecircles. Edward C.

’nuff ter gel yer through.’ ’Tain’t no use
to trabbel

along dat narrow path ’less yer

Bruce gives a graphic account of a ‘‘West- cao carry, folded up in yer creed, a good
ern Town.” D. C. Macdonald describes rec’mendation from yer creditors. Heb*

“Trip to Newfoundland.” Mrs. Hooper ben ain’t no place for a man who hag to
sketches
the career of Madame Dubarry, dodge roun’ a corner fer fear of meeting
hats and caps, at such low prices that they an elegant 10 cent cigar at the Cheap
yAN PUTTEN G„ General Dealers, in Dry
and
Sidney
Lanier gives us “A Fairy some one who’ll ask fer dat little bill dat
Cash Store of
Goods, Groceries, Crockery,Hats and Gaps, must sell fast, at
Tale
for
Grown
People.” There are two never was paid.”
Fluur, Provisions, etc.; River st.
E. J. HARRINGTON.
P. & A. STEKETEE.
Qeairal Dealers.

yarns, beautiful shawls, nubias, scarfs,

The

finest 5

cent cigar in the city, and
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HOLLAND

collecting the in-

States Supervisorof Elections at

such banks and the amount held by
,

New York, sug-

each.

gesting amendmentsin the Naturalization laws. Letter From Oar Washington Corrcspoadent.
Ex-secretary bobeson.
Referred....Mr. Christiancy reported a substitute
the First Comptroller has decidedthat no por- for the bill
Washington, Dec. 21, 1878.
Mr. Beck to repeal cerhas
the Revised Statutes.
tion of the 20,000 appropriatedfor the use of tain sections
Our grave and reverend Senators,and completed its investigation
the
The substitute provides for the repeal of
the Senate to investigatethe frauds in the section 820, providinga fist oath for jurors. ...
charges
against
Robeson,
plain,
unpretentious
of
the
electoral count can bo applied to the purposes Mr. McDonald introduced a bill to reimburse sevwill
of the Blaine committee.The committee will eral States for interest on the war loan and for popular branch of Congress adjourned late Secretary of the
therefore have to wait fora separate appropria- other purposes. Referred . .The House bill appromake its report, or rather reports— for
priating 1450,000for the transportationof mails by on Friday, after three weeks of as hard
tion, in which case the House can have a chance
there will
two of them— after thc^
at debating the Southern question, and it can railroads was passed. .. .The Vice Presidentannounced as the select committeeto inquire wheth- and steady work as they have put in for holiday recess.
majority, after’
also bo reopened in the Senate.
er the constitutionalrightsof citizens were violated
a session, and have gone homo to
reviewing the testiin the recent elections,in accordance with the resotaken by the committee,resolve :
lution of Mr. Blaine. Messrs. Teller, Cameron (Wis.), spend the holidays among their families
Taylor, American Minister Kirkwood.Bayard, Wallace,Bailey, and Garland.
That the acts and conduct of the late
....Mr. Burnsideaddressed the Senate explanatory and constituents. It is hoped they xvill
to Germany, died at Berlin on the 19th of DeSecretary of the Navy, George M. Robeof the new bill for the reorganization of the army.
T „
' return to their labors, two weeks hence,
cember. His disease was dropsy. Mr. Taylor
sou ; of the late Chiefs of the Bureaus
House.— J. G. Young took the seat made vacant
,

After examining the whole subject,

of

The House Naval Committee

of

of

.

WEEKLY NEWS REVIEW.
THE EAST.

George M.
Navy, and

.

be

8.

Langdon, a mine boss, in Carbon county, Pa.
After a lapse of sixteen years, justice has at
last overtaken the chief participant in the
crime. Kohoe paid the penalty of his crime on
the gallows,at Pottuville, Pa., on the 18th of
December.
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GENERAL.

In 1862, a mob of Molly Maguires, led
by one Jack Kohoe, cruelly murdered F. W.

THE NATIONAL CAPITAL.

cation was received ^from Davenport,the United

members

MICHIGAN.

CITY.

expense of

Bayard

„ ,

„

,

_

summing up and
mony

4

was bom hi 1825, and was, consequently,53
by the death of J. J. Leonard, of the Fifth Louisi- J refreshed by their respite from the busy of Steam Engineering, Construction
years of age. The deceased was a great fa' *
*
vorite at the German capital,althoughaccredited ana district.... Mr. Cabell asked leave to offer
cares of
legislation,
and prepared to and Repair, and Provisions and Clothonly a short time. The Emperor William, the resolution recitingthe charges made against Alexing, in the aale and dispositionof pubCrown Prince, and Prince Bismarck greatly es- ander Rives, the Judge of the United States District enter upon the business of the session
lic property, in their method of making
Court
for the Western Districtof Virginia,in reMr. Taylor,whoso appointment as MinA shocking calamity is reported from teemed
gard to his action in issuing writs of ha- with the same vigor and earnestnessthat contracts, and in involving the Governister to the German Court was extremely welbeas corpus for bringing before him has characterizedtheir work so far.
Cohoes, N. Y. The house of PatrickRourko come to them. Mrs. Taylor and her daughter
ment in indebtedness over and beyond
two prisoners,now in custody under a charge of
THE BLAINE INVESTIGATION.
devotedly
nursed
the
deceased
during
his
long
was destroyed by tire, and Rourke and his five
murder, and directing the Judiciary Committee to
the appropriations made by Congress
There was some difficulty in consti- for the support of the navy, deserve
children perished in the flames — An official illness,and their bereavementis indescribably inquire into the facts connectedwith his action,
and what action should 1m> taken in relationthere- tuting the committee, authorized by the
statement shows that the savings banks of sad
to. Messrs. White and Hale objected. .The House
and should receive the severest censure
Massachusettshave lost about 80,000 depositors
The death of Gen. Alpheus S. "Will- went into committee of the whole on the Indian Blaine resolution,to investigate the
and condemnation,and that, in addiduring the past year, and with them 927,500,000
Appropriation
bill,
which
was
finally
passed.
iams,^member of Congress from the Detroit
charges of fraud and intimidationat the
of deposits.
tion thereto, said parties, as well as all
Friday, Dec. 20.— Senate.— Mr. Beck’s bil late elections. Blaine himself positively
The long trial of James A. Whalen’s (Mich.) district, occurred at Washington on the
others aiding and abetting therein,
21st of December. Gen. Williams was 68 years to repeal secUon 820 of the Revised Statutes (the declined to serve, and many other Sellshould be punished to the extent of the
suit against Gen. Sheridan,which has occupied
old, and had been a residentof Detroit forty- jurors' test-oath clause) was passed ...Aftersome ator8 have other business on their hands
law.
the sessions of the United States Circuit Court three years. In 1S46 ho organizedthe
adjournedto Jan.
, —that of looking after their own elecin New York city for some time, was ended last Michigan regiment, served with distinction
THE TOBACCO TAX.
Houhe.— The House, after a short and uninter- • tioil. After much labor, however, the
week. The jury remained out only an hour, through the Mexican war, and on his return
There
is
a formidable lobby of towas
appointed
Major
General
of
the
State
esting
session,
adjourned
till
the
7th
of
Jainary.
committee
was
finally
formed
aH
folreturnedwith a verdict for the defendant,and
were discharged. Whalen, it is understood, militia. In 1849 ho was appointed Postlows : Republicans—Teller, of Colorado, bacco manufacturers in Washington,
will appeal to the Supreme Court of the United master of Detroit by President FillDninp Buildings mid Health.
Chairman; Cameron, of Wisconsin; working for a reduction of the tax on
States, in cise motion for a new trial is denied, more. In the late Rebellion ho was commisAt the InternationalHealth Congress, Kirkwood, of Iowa; McMillan, of Min- the weed. They have been holding
for he does not propose to give up his light for sioned BrigadierGeneral, commanded a brigade
416,278.57 while a ghost of a chance is left to in the Shenandoah campaign,and succeeded recently held in Paris, the evil effects of nesota; and Hoar, of Massachusetts. daily sessionsthe last week, with a view
Gen. ’Banks as commander of the Twelfth
gain it
damp and dirt as promoters of disease and Democrats — Bailey, of Tennessee;Bay- of consideringthe various measures
corps. After the march to the sea ho was hreAt Wilmington,Del., the other day, vettod Major General.In 1866 he was defeated attendant miser}’ were freely discussed.1 ard, of Delaware; Garland, of Arkansas; now pending for the reduction of the
tax. They have succeeded in harmonGeorge Draper (colored), convicted of murder by H. P. Baldwin for Governor, and was sent Speaking of dampness, a member of and Wallace, of Pennsylvania,
izing their differences. All unite in a
the electoral system.
in the second degree,was placed in the pillory as Minister to San Salvador by PresidentJohn- the Sanitary Institute of Great
in a blinding snow-storm:afterward he re- son, and in 1874 and in 1876 he was elected to said that “incessant moisture and driv- 1 Senator Edmunds’ bill correcting the demand for a reduction of the tax from
ceived sixty lashes, and now goes to prison for Congress.
ing rain make their way through the , process ol electing the President of the 24 to 16 cents without rebate/ or drawlife.
The venerable Catholic Archbishop solidly-constructedwalls, whiie persons United States has passed the Senate, j ^)ttC^ to dealers, the reduction, if passed,
The Directors of the Mount Sinai Purcell has written to the Pope asking to he re- who inhabit cheap little houses are ex- and the friends of the measure in the
S° hito effect on the 4th of March
(Jewish)Hospital, of New York, have declined lieved on account of the infirmitiesof old age.
posed to the fatal effects of our climate. House will make an effort to put it 1
The tobacco men throughout
POLITICAL.
to accept the proffer of 500 by Judge Hilton,
Several years ago an English company through that body before the end of the ^ie country are greatly interested in
on behalf of Mrs. A. T. Stewart — A l>oiler
The Blaine investigatingcommittee discovered a peculiar deposit of silica, session. The bill makes no constitu- knowing what is to be done this session
explosion at Troy, N. Y., killed two men and
held
its first formal session immediately after with which they prepare the petrifying tional changes, os I understandit, but ftbout the proposed reduction. The
seriously injuredfour o‘hers....TlieSt Louis
express,”bound west on the New York Central the adjournment of Congress.Senator Bayard liquid, the use of which may be intrust- simply defines the manner and process House has already agreed to a reduction
railroad, while stopping at a station five miles offered a resolution stating that inasmuch as the ed to the most inexperienced workmen, of arriving at conclusions under the cirH> cents. The present opinion in the
east of Buffalo, was run into by the President had made certain charges, that he bo It sinks into the walls with rapidity, and cumstances on which the constitutionis 1 Senate is against favoring this reducChicago express, bound west, and two requested to nlace before the committee all tesmen named \ Gay and Michael Mahoney timony that ne could properly communicate. petrification takes place, so that the silent. The bill provides that the Pres- 1 ^on made by the House, upon the
killed,and one named George Vick had a leg This was after Mr. Garland had made the point wall is covered with a coating impene- idential election shall be on the first 8roimd tliat it will cut off needed revbroken ____ The statue of Charles Sumner, authat there were no specific charges before the trable as stone. The wall may be ! Tuesday in October, and that the elect- ciiues. The tobacco men, however, are
thorized by the meeting in Faneuil Hall, in committee to work upon. It was voted down by
washed. Should there have beeu con- ors shall meet on the second Monday in very urgent and may succeed in getting
March, 1874, was unveiled at Boston last week a strict party vote Mr. Garland then said they
by Gov. Rica The statue is in the Public must have some charges to work upon, and, in- tagious diseases or other infections, the January. The interval of three montlis I somethingdone after the holidays.
CURIOUS CLAIM.
Garden.
asmuch as Mr. Blaine had originated the charges walls may be exposed to destructive is thought to be sufficientfor the judicial
One Seth Miner, of this city, comes
THE WEST.
and had brought about the iuvostigatiou,
he fumigations,or washed with antiseptics, ‘ settlement within each State of all the
The German Savings Institution, one (Garland)submitted a resolutioncalling upon without affecting the surface. The i questionswhich may arise as to the validi- before Congress with a petition asking
that gentlemanto furnishspecifications upon
that he be paid out of the national
of the oldest and heretoforeconsidered one of which the committeemight base the inquiry liquid is generally mixed with coloring ty of the result. The determiuation fixed
treasury the sum of $2,847, as compensamatters
thai
are
not
poisonous,
or
it
is
i
upon
in
each
State
shall
bo
final
and
the soundest banks in Cincinnati, has gone to ;*nd carry out the instructionsembraced in the
resolution authorizingthe investigation!This used in its simple state for the first conclusive. When Congress comes to tion for the loss of seven slaves, emanthe wall.
adopted.A resolution was adopted that coating, to which is added the silicate ; count the vote on the second Monday of cipated in the District of Columbia.
Mention haa heretofore been made was
the committee sit with open doors. It was also
The commission appointed under the
in this column of the burning at the stake, in decided to send a sub-committec to New Or- paint, that possesses the great advantage i February, the bill provides that it shall
District
Emancipationact awarded him
of
not
discoloring,
cracking
or
haring
require
the
concurrence
of
both
houses
Nebraska, of two allegedcattle-thieves by in- leans.
that amount,- but, it being afterward
dignant herders who had suffered from their
any
chemical
action
upon
metal,
rento
reject
the
vote
of
a
State
which
It is reported that the President will,
depredations. It now turns out that the men
dering it peculiarlysuitable for build- presents but a single return, or to ac- discovered that he was citizen of
at an early day, make a clean sweep of all the
were inuocent, while the mob that put them to
ings to be painted white, and, being non- cept the vote of a State which presents Virginia when that State seceded, and
such & horribledeath was composed of Federal officials in Louisiana.
porous, it does not hold moisture, and more than one return. This last-named that he had voted for the ordinance of
FOREIGN.
thieves and desperadoes. There is much
feeling over the affair in the region where it
its attendant livery of dust and dirt provision was embraced in the late Sen- secession, thereby debarring himself
A St. Petersburg dispatch says the
occurred,and the Governor of Nebraska has
that cling to our erectionsso soon after ator Morton’s bill, which came so near from the benefits of the act of 1862, the
offered a reward of 10,000 for the arrest of Russian Mission at Cabul has been formally
passing a few years ago. Under its payment was withheld. He now states
they have been painted.”
the men who committed the dhbolicalcrime.
and officially withdrawn.
operation,had it become a law, Tilden in his petition tliat he voted for the w-v.,
The Indianapolis Savings Bank has
The Prussian Chamber of Deputies
Diphtheria.
would have succeeded to the Presidency cession ordinance in a moment of wea#
closed its doors ____ Lawrence O. Hall, a clerk R'* adopted a resolution asking the Government
The papers received by the last mail in 1876, instead of Hayes. It is said ness, and that, as he has been loyal ever
in the London and San FranciscoBank, of the to transfer the control of the Prussian railways from Europe mentioned the deatli from
that the Morton bill owed its defeat to since, he thinks he should be paid the
latter city, stole a package of WjOOO and left to the empire as speedilyas possible ____ News diphtheria of the Princess Marie, the
amount the commission awarded him.
Senator Thurman.
for parts” unknown.
comes across the waters of another marine horThe papers wmre referred to the Comdaughter of the Princess Alice, and one
Die steamer Byzantine,bound from MarTHE PUBLISHERS’BILL.
At Zanesville,Ohio, Dr. Heyl and ror.
mittee on Claims.
seilles, France, to Constantinople,
collided with of the twenty-six grandchildren of
The Committee on Postoffices and
one Eaton were sentenced, respectively,to another vessel and sunk. The loss of life is Queen Victoria. At the same time four
Post Roads in the House lias agreed altwelve and four montlis’imprisonmentand placed at 50.
of the remaining five children of the
A PromisingBoy.
most unanimously — Mr. Cannon, of
1,000 and lOO fine, for grave robbery ____ The
The German Government commit- Princess and her husband, Prince Louis
A
farmer’s
wife, in speaking of the
Illinois,
alone
dissenting—
to
recomgreat bridge tliat spans the Mississippi at St.
tee of inquiry has rejected Prince Bismarck's of Hesse, were seriously ill of the same
Louis has been sold under a mortgage foreclosmend the passage of what is known as smartness, aptness mud intelligence of
ure. It was bid in by a New \orker named tobacco-monopoly scheme, and favors a duty disease. According to the latest tele- the Publishers’bill, classifying mail her son, a lad 6 years old, to a lady acaccordingto weight,as advocated by the Na
Thomas for 92,000,000.
grams, it has just broken out with great
matter. This bill retains the uniform quaintance, said: “He can read fluently
tional Liberals. It is believed that Bismarck
Holiday week is always a harvest will not accept the decision . .Die students in violence in the town of Geneva, New rate of 2 cents per pound for newspa- in any part of the Bible, repeat the
time for places of amusement, and managers some of the Russian universitiesare giving the York, where, in the last week, thirty- pers, magazines, and serials. It in- whole catechism, and weed onions as
always endeavor to “have their dishes right Governmentconsiderabletrouble, and many of two children, nearly all between the cludes in this rate sample copies, and well os his father.” “Yes, mother,” addthem have been arrested.
ages of 10 and 16, had died of it. This
side up” during the rain of Christmas and New
allows inclosnres of bills, receipts, and ed the young hopeful, “and yesterday
The last of the King of Denmark’s is another illustrationof the theory, J"rq(Trs
Year's patronage. McVicker, at his Chicago
for publications.Transient I licked Ned liawson, threw the cat into
Theater, during Christmas week producesa daughters was married at Copenhagen on the now thoroughly recognizedin mediprinted matter and books are rated at 1 the well, and stole Hickey's gimlet.”
double bill, consistingof a popular domestic
21 qt of Decemlier— the PrincessDiyra Amelia cine, that new diseases, or new forms of
cent for each two ounces, and merchandrama, “ A Woman of the People,"followedby
Caroline Charlotte Anne espousing Prince an old disease, are constantly cropping
the farce “Tliat Blessed Baby.
dise is fixed at 1 cent per ounce, both of
The sun shines every day of the year
Ernest Augustus William Adolphus George
out to tax the skill of physicians and these being the same as existing rates.
8. D. Richards, who murdered Mrs. Frederick,‘‘King of Hanover" and Duke of
in Denver. The Colorado Bulletin
stimulateall their ardor for the advanceAdvertising sheets are not admitted to states that an old resident,who lias
Harlesou and her three childrenin Nebraska, a Cumberland.... It now transpires that Bayard Taylor had suffered for a long time ment of science. It is stated upon
register as newspapers, and periodicals kept a record of the days when the sun
short time ago, has been arrestedat Steuben- from kidney complaintHe attached no
good authority that but little more than are. The law in regard to packages
ville, Ohio. The monster has made a full con- importance to the malady, which his physiwas visible or invisible, vouches for the
twenty years ago diphtheria,as a disfession of the murder of the Harleson family,
cians unfortunatelyalways mistook for sympweighing over four pounds is changed fact that there has been unobscured
and also acknowledges to three other murders, toms of dropsy. These symptoms increasing, tinctive malady, was scarcely recognized
so as to allow single volumes of greater sunshine on 365 consecutive days.
all neighborsof Ids. He is a Quaker by birth
he was twice tapped He confidently believed
among general
I
toil to go in the
and religion.
in his recoven-to the last, and was in no wise
appears
to
have
been
almost
Heretofore
1)rinted articles and
alarmed at his condition. .The report that the
THE SOUTH.
THE MARKETS.
France, | articlpsot gto, such as microscopes,
Ameer of Afghanistan has fled to Turkistan is confined to a single district
There was a double execution at confirmed by official advice'.
and was called “the Boulogne sore . Uave been 8]*ut out of the maik
NEW YORK.
Fort Smith, on the 20th of December, the vicbe cttrried if 80 Bezvks ...........................$7 00 @11 50
There is great destitutionand suf- throat It soon appeared, nearly in its th(J new bill
tims being a Crook Indian named John Postack
not ^ injure the mail bag9. Hoob ..............................3 00 @ 3 80
fering in London and its environs. The poor- present orm, in Norfolk, in England, ; 8ecured
Cotton ............................
0 @
and a negro by the name of Diggs.
houBcs are full, and the usual agencies of pub- then in Wales, and afterward in Lon- Letter.pre88copies, and manifoW copies, Floub— Superfine..................3 80 @ 3 (16
A New Orleans dispatch announces lic charity aro over-taxed. .. .A cable dispatch don, where it was, for a time, very de- and c0‘le8 fron; the type-writer are al- Wheat— No. 2 .................
90 @ 1
Cohn — Western Mixed .............45
47
the disappearance and supposed murder of reports unusually sevoro weather throughout structive. In the few intervening years I oweJ
^ transientprinted matter, Oath— Mixed ..................
29
31
Lott Clark and Bill White, two colored men, Great Britainand ContinentalEurope. Many it has spread everywhere, attacking
59
ft
Rye— Western ....................58
of tlio railroadshave been blockedby snow.
7 20 @ 7 00
Pork -Moss ...................
near Caledonia,about fifty miles below Shrevera*NCUL leoiSlation
— Advices from the seat of war in chiefly children, but not sparing
0
Lard ..........................
port, while on their way to New Orleans,where
Afghanistan report that the British forces age; and, to this day, there is a conflict Anumberof bills rekfing to thefinanCHICAGO.
they were summoned to appear before the
occupiedthe importanttown of Jelalabad of authoritybetween European
@
4
75
4
50
been introduced in the BF.EVEfr—Choice Grailed Steers.
United States Grand Jnry as witnessesin the
2 00 @ 2 75
Cows and Heifers ....
on the 20th of December. The occupation of
cians upon the question whether it is a H°use (*ulrH1£ ie, we^* ^r* Hathrop
election troubles. They wore taken possession
8 15 @ 3 05
Medium to Fair ......
this place will afford comfortable winter quarof by a mob, and it is supposed were killed ....
@ 2 80
uTS!!?* Hogs ..............................1 50 @2
torK with facilitiesfor defense, which the En- disease per se, or another and an
A dispatch from Jacksonville, Fla., savs the glish may possibly ueed before the winter ends.
of the United States upon the basis of
Flour— Fancy White Winter Ex
4 75 @ 5 00
vated
variety
of
croup. — Globe-Demo"
Good to Choice Spring Ex.. 3 75 @ 4 25
State Canvassing Board has completed the canits intrinsic value. It proposes to make
— Something like a “reign of terror ” exists in crat.
S3
Wheat— No. 2 Spring ..............82
vass of the votes of the November election,
Russia. The jiolice throughout the country are
the silver dollar of 4124 grains, and
71
No. 8 Spring .......... ... <0
and given the certificate to Hull, Democratic
arrestingsuspectedpersons,and the students
31
A New Branch of Education.
30
minor coins relatively of like weight and Cohn— No. .......................
candidate for Congress.This result was arare especially subjectedto persecution on ac20
Oats— No. .......................
™
fineness
;
provides
for
free
coinage
withOne of the most painful incidents at45
count of their attempt to petition the Czarowitz
Rye-No. ............... ........
@ 1 00
for redress of their grievances.
tending the loss of the Pommerania is out limit, and makes all silver coin legal Bahley— No. .....................
27
Butter— ClioiceCreamery ......... 23
related by an eye-witness in the follow- tender for any amount when not other- Eoos— Fresh .......................
county, which gave a Republican majority, on
20
18
the ground that one precinct was not included
wise specified in the contract.
Pohk— Mess ........................
8 50 @ 7 05
ing words
CONGRESSIOKAL
PROCEEDINGS.
in the returns from tliat county. The County
..... . .. •
Mr. Fort proposes a penalty of $1,000 Lard .................
“ While the boat was rowing about
MILWAUKEE.
Canvassing Board of Brevard county has been
Wednesday, Doc. 18.— Sen ate. -Mr. Pad- we saw many people in the water with to be imposed upon any national-bank- Wheat— No. ...................... 88 @ 93
indicted by the United States Grand Jury for
82
88
No. 2.
making fraudulent returns, and are in jail In dock calledup the bill recently reported from the life-preservers wrongly put on, so that ing association for each offense in re80
81
Corn— No. ....................
Committeeon Military Affair*to amend the posaedefault of 18,000 baU each.
the lower part of the body was floating, fusing to receive or pay out standard Oatb-No. 2 .....................
19
20
comitatu. clause of the Army Appropriation
42
43
silver dollars the same as other lawful Rye— No. .....................
WASHINGTON.
wliile the head was under water.”
bill for the present fiscal year, so as to provide
88
89
Barley— No. ..................
This serves to show how commonly money. The same gentleman offers a
A call haa been issued by the Secre- that it shall not be construed to apply to any part
ST. LOUIS.
or the array or portion thereof engaged in the
bill requiring the Secretary of the Wheat — No. 2 Red Fall ........
92
93
tary of the Treasury for 110,990,100, being the protection of life and propertyin the States and an erroneous notion of the way to use
80
81
Corn— Mixed ....................
Treasury
to
cause
to
be
exchanged,
life-preservers
prevails.
rest and residue of the bonds outstandingunder Territoriessubject to Indian inArrection.
24
Oats— No. ........................ 22
In these days there is no person who when in the treasury and when not Rye ............................... 42
the act of March 3, 1865, consols of 1865, not in- Amendment were agwed to so as to name
43
the Statesof Nebraska, Kansas, Colorado, Oregon,
Pork— Mess .......................7 00 @ 7 70
eluded in previous calls.
otherwise
appropriated,
United
States
can
be
certain
that
h(L
will
not
be
exNevada and the Territorieasubject to Indian insur’
Lard .............................. Shj
The followingsab-committees of the rection, etc. The bill then passed. ...The Honse posed to the dangers (5 the sea. Travel, notes for silver dollars when presented
CINCINNATI.
joint resolutionappropriating 950,000 for the pur88 @1 97
Honse Committee to Investigate the Yellow- pose of paying the necessaryexpenses incurred by water as well as bv land, has become at the treasury or assistant treasuryin Wheat — Red ......................
Corn .............................. 81
82
New
York
in
sums
of
$1,000
or
any
mulalmost
universal,
and
with
its
great
inby
committees
of
the
Senate
and
House
Fever Epidemic have been appointedto visit the
Oats ............................... 24
20
in investigatinginto the cause and pre- crease the danger of accidents, like that tiple thereof.
Rye ................................ 52
53
afflictedsections:Messrs. Garfield, Chittenden
vention of epidemic disease, was passed;...
and Morse to visit Memphis and vicinity,and The House bill giving twenty condemned ran- which occurred to the Pommerania, is
Mr. Brentano has a bill to amend the PORK-Mess .......................7 90 @ 8 00
Gibson, Hooker and Young to visit Now Or- non to the Custer monument at West Point was augmented also. Under these circum- Coinage act of Feb. 28, 1878. It pro- Lard .............................. 5J4
DETROIT.
leans and vicinity.The sub-committeesof the passed....The Pension Appropriationbill was
stances knowledge of the proper use of poses to limit the coinage of standard Flour— White .....................4 40 @ 4 75
House and Senate will sit and act jointly during passed without material amendment.
Wheat-No. 1 White ...............98
94
their Southern tonr.
Houre.-Thefollowing bills were introduced life-preserversmay be the saving of silver dollars to $5 per capita according
No. 1 Amber ..............92
93
to census about to be taken, and makes Corn-No. ............ ..........82
88
CongressmanBeverly M. Douglas, and referred: By Mr. Ryan— Giving jurisdic- many lives.
There are some practicalmatters of them l£gal tender to the amount of $20 OATB-Mixed ......................1 24
@
2
00
of Virginia, died at the National Hotel in Wash- tion to the District and Circuit Court*
00
Bahley (per cental) .... ...........
of Kansas over the Indian Territory; this kind of so much moment that it for all debts.
Pork— Mess .......................8 25 @ 8 90
ington, last week, after a brief illness, of in- by Mr. Corlett— For the improvement of the YelEAST LIBERTY.PA.
Mr. Kelley, of Pennsylvania, by resolowstone NationalPark.... The bill appropriating would seem almost worth while to make
.
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flammation of the bowels.
. .Ex -SenatorRamsey, of Minnesota, is favorably mentioned as a
candidatefor the Berlin mission. Die friends
of Gov. Hartranft, of Pennsylvania,aro pressing the claims of that gentleman for the vacant
.

.

post

CommissionerBaum

will ask Con-

gress for an increase of 175,000 in the appro-

50,000 for the expenses of the Committeeon Yel- them a branch of common-schooledulow-FeverEpidemics was passed....The Senate
to use a life-preserver
amendments to the Fortificationand Consular and cation.
Diplomatic Appropriation bills were non -concurred might be taught in ten minutes, and the
ln....Mr. Boone introduced a joint resolution ex- knowledgemight be just the turning
tending until the 18th of February the time within
which the Joint Committee on the Transfer of the point between being lost and being
Indian Bureau may report. Passed.
saved, as it was to so many in this inThursday, Doc. 19. -Senate. -A communi- stance.—JYeio York Sun,
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lution, calls on the Secretary of the Cattle— Best
a
Fair ......................
Treasury for information as to balances
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on the loan account standing to the
2
credit of the treasury in any national
TOLEDO.
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SABBATH READING.

— do you— you must have— are you ternal air. And further, we are informed
aware that the good book says — er, says that if camphor or any other disinfectA Chrirttmatt Hymn.
that it is not g-g-good that mau should ant is hung on the cylinder, the scent is
[The New York EveningPont publlshenthe fol
be alone?” “Then hadn’t you better driven into every corner of the apartlowing beautiful poem, written in the Chapel of
the Manger, in the Convent Church of Bethlehem, run home to your mother?” Martha ment. So that a room may be perfumed,
Palentine :]
coolly suggested. And he ran.
disinfectedor ventilated by this contrivIn the fields where, long ago,
ance Vhen properly managed.
Dropping tears, amid the leaves,
Grure-Robblng.
Ruth's young feet went to and fro,
Purifying Water.
Binding up the icatiered sheaves,
The recent robberies of the grave
In the field that beard the Toice
Different
waters, like different dishave brought up some curious anecOf Judea’s shepherdKing,
eases,
require
different treatment to
HUH the gleaners may rejoice,
'dotes of the state of affairs which exHtill the reapers shout and sing,
isted in England about fifty years ago, purify them ; and all waters, no matter
For each mount and vale and plain
when “body-snatching” was a regular how impure they may be, can be made
Felt the touch of holier feet.
trade. So skillful were the robbers quite pure for drinking or other domesThen the gleaners of the grain
Heard, in voices full and sweet,
that they required but fifteen minutes tic purposes without distillation, pro*• Peace on earth, good will to men,"
to draw a body from the grave. No viding the proper materials be used and
Ring from angel lips afar,
sufficient time allowed the agents to
trace was left of their work.
While, o’er, every glade and glen,
Broke the light of Bethlehem’s star.
One of these men, Burke, being in act ; but, in many samples of water I

THE LATE BAYARD TAYLOR.

temperate climates— apple, pear, peach,
plum, prune, apricot, nectarine and
chronicling
cheriy; 300,000 bearing trees in sub2,500,000 bearing trees of fruits of

Brief Record of a Busy Life.

The Chicago Tribune, in
the death of Bayard Taylor, wliich occurred at Berlin, Germany, on the 19th
of December, says ; The story of his
life is briefly told, for 'it has been mainly spent in travel and books, and the
former has been largely utilized in the
service of the latter. He was bom in
Chester county, Pa., Jim. 11, 1825, and
in 1842 commenced his life work as an
apprentice in a printing-office,in West

Chester. Three years afterward he
made a tour through Europe on foot,
and upon his return in 1840 published
“Views Afoot; or, Europe Seen with
Knapsack and Staff,” which aroused a
very general ambition among tourists
to travel in the same pedestrian style.
During the next year he edited a newspaper in Phmnixville, Pa., ami then
went to New York, where he became
identifiedwith the Tribune, to which
journal he has contributed more or less
ever since, and in which many of his
smaller works have made their first appearance. In 1849 ho made the tour
of California,and returned by

tropical fruits— orange, lemon, lime, fig
and olive ; 400,000 ahnond and English
walnut trees.— Alta- California.

MICHIGAN ITEMS.
Tim Michigan agriculturalsocieties
have their annual convention at Lansing
Jan. 15.
The Greenville Lecture Association
has been fonned and articles of incorporation signed.

The

stock

of the Second National
is now consolidated in

Bank of Ionia

church one day, heard that passage of have found distillationto be the cheaptho hands of five shareholders.
Scripture read which describes how est and quickest mode of purifying
The Deputy Auditor General of MichHazael killed the King by smothering them. All filters in use that I am aware
igan next year will be a lady — Miss Emof
only
purify
the
water
from
solid
imhim with a wet
ret cloth. This method
ma J. Latimer, niece of Gen. Latimer,
struck Burke as sure and safe from de- purities mechanically suspended in the
the Auditor.
water.
The
following
is
a
description
tection, and by it he committed many
A farmer living in Guilford townmurders for the sake of the profit he of a filter that I have often used, which
Not Judea's hills alono
ship, Tuscola county, has had most of
reaped
from
the
sale of the dead bod^ purifies foul water from organic impuriHave earth’sweary gleaners trod.
his stock poisoned — by some angry
ies. The devil can be found even be111 solutionas well as from sasNot to heirs of David’s throne
Is it given to *• reign with God."
neighbor, bethinks.
himi a text of scripture by those who Ponded solids. Take any suitable vesBut where e’er on His green earth
want to find
i sel with a perforated false bottom and
A little boy, ChristopherYelker
Heavenly faith and longing are.
Heavenly hope and life have birth.
When Burk’s murders were disoov- j cover it with a layer of animal charcoal
fell into an open cistern while playing
of
Mexico.
year
1851
"Neath the smile of Bethlehem’sstar.
ered, the English public was seized with 1 on ^ 10 top of that spread a layer of iron was spent in the East, and dur- near his father’shouse, at Ionia, and
In each lowly heart or home.
a panic. One of the oddest manifesta- ! Mings, borings and turning, the finer
ing his tour
ascended the was drowned before he could be taken
By each love-watched cradle-bed.
tions of this craze was the queer devices , ^ie better, mixed with charcoal dust; Nile
also traversed a large out.
Where we rest, or where we roam,
of dying persons to protect their bodies I 011 the top of the filings place a layer of portion of Asia Minor. In 1852 he
Htill its changeless light is shed.
It is said that an effort will bo reIn its beams each quickenedheart.
from the resurrectionists.In Bucking- tine, clean, siliceous sand, and you will set out from England, crossing Asia to vived in tho Legislature this winter to
Howe’er saddened or denied.
hamshire a Major Backhouse, an old have a perfect filter. Allow the foul Calcutta,thence going to China, where create a new judicial circuit out of
Keeps one little place apart
For the Hebrew mother’s Child.
East Indian officer, was buried by his water to filter slowly through the above he joined Commodore Perry’s Japan ex- the counties of Huron, Tuscola and
own orders in front of his house, on a filter, and you will produce a remarka- pedition.In 18f>2-’3he was Secretary Sanilac.
And that inner temple fair
May be holier ground than this.
solid pyramid of flint, twelve feet square bly-pure drinking water. Before plae- of Legation at St. Petersburg, Simon
The Jackson Patriot says: “Warden
Hallowed by the pilgrim’s prayer.
at the base, in which he was placed up- *ng the iron filings in the filter they
Cameron then being Minister. After Humphrey has discontinued the use of
Warmed by many a pilgrim’s kiss.
must be well washed in a hot solution
right, a drawn sword in his hand.
In its shadow stilland dim,
residing some time in Germany, for gas in the two wings of tho prison, and
Where our holiestlongings are.
A Baronet of Yorkshire was buried of soda or potash, to remove oil or other which country he had a special affection,
Rings forever Bethlehem’s hymn,
kerosene lamps will be substituted inat night ten feet deep in a level potato impurities; then rinse them with clean he returned to his native land and made
Shines forever Bethlehem's star.
stead. It is believed that considerable
water
; the filings should be mixed with
field, the ground being plowed up at
several lecture tours which were remark- expense can be saved by the change.
ChriatiniiHCheer.
once to remove all chance of discovery. an equal measure of fine charcoal. If ably successful, os few lecturers ever had
The Caro Opera House is now nearly
It doubtless seems to many a strait- Another country gentleman’s coffin was | the water is very foul, it must be allowed so much to say to people that was new
ened mechanic and business man, to swung to the branches of an oak tree in to filter very slowly. The deeper the and entertaining. In 1874 he revisited ready for use, ond from the description
many an enconomizing, hard-working front of his hall door. Another was bed of iron filings is, the quicker they Egypt, and in the same year went to in the Caro Democi'at must bo one of
the coziest and most attractive theaters
mother and wife, that lavish expenditure covered with twenty tons of stone, and will act.
Iceland to attend the millennialcelebraof its size in the State. It will seat beThe
above
is
a
simple,
cheap
and
very
of money in gifts and goodies for the still another cased in lead and hung to
tion, where a poem of his was read.
tween 600 and 700 people, and has a
efficient
filter, superior to any other
a
beam
of
his
own
barn.
little folk would insure a great deal of
His travels have enriched our literaThe ttiHor
or extended even to tills that I know of, and, as it has the advan- ture with many works, among them, completely equipped stage 21x51 feet
happiness. But it is “ a merry heart that
tage of being free to every one who “El Dorado, or Adventuresin the Patli in size.
•, onu precautions against gravcmaketh a continual feast,” and a merry country,
robbery
wore
more
common
fifty
years
chooses to make it, I have not taken out of Empire” (1850); “A Journey to CenA fair of fun-lovingyoung people of
heart beats quite as often beneath calico
ago
than
now,
when
there
is
more
|
ft
patent
for
it,
and
I
am
not
aware
of
Sheridan
were married in jest, but it
a-s silk, beneath homespun as broadcloth.
tral Africa” (1854); “The Lands of the
any other person having done so; I Saracen” (1854); “Visit to India, China happens that the man who performed
When we count all the little comforts of danger.
There is yet standing near one of the think I am the only person who has ever and Japan” (1855); “Northern Travel; the ceremony was a Justice of th§ Peace,
life, all the little blessings,and “roll
them like sweet morsels under our iron furnaces of Kentucky a square used it.
Summer and Winter Pictures of Swe- who says he was in real earnest— and
The foulest ditch water, treated os den, Denmark and Lapland” (1857); now the couple are “ in a pickle.” It is
tongues,” the taste they give lasts a good brick building,in the upper room of
while. When we spend dollars as though which is the body of a former owner, by above, is rendered pure and fit for “Travels in Greece and Russia” (1859); alleged that the girl thinks it is all right,
they were eagles, and rejoice in the his own request, remained for twenty drinking. I may mention that I have “At Home and Abroad, a Sketch-Book but that her husband does not.
positive good they bring, not allowing years unburied, the lower apartment made it a practice during the last of Life, Scenery and Men” (1859);
The biennial report of the State Liourselves to think how much the eagle being furnished and occupied by his twenty-seven years to boil all my drink- /‘Colorado, a Summer Trip” (1807); brarian of Michigan, Mrs. Harriet A.
ing-water.It is the safest plan for a “Byways of Europe” (1809); and Tenney, shows that the number of
might have brought, we get the comfort wife and family as an arbor.
Cremation is just now stronglyurged man moving from place to place. You “Egypt and Iceland” (1874).
of our dollars, but when we begin to
books, pamphlets, maps, periodicals,
compare our little with the much of by its advocates as the only certain pro- cannot always carry a filter and chemiHis literary work has not been con- etc., added to the library by purchase,
some fortunateneighbor, then envy and teetion for the dead. There is, how- cals about you, but can always manage to fined to books of travel. His busy pen exchange and donation during the
discontent creep in, and we become in- ever, as yet but one cremation furnace ^ pet boiled water. People talk about it | was almost constantly employed, and present year is 9,021, making the total
capable of happiness on any terms. The in this country, a private one in West- being vapid and tasteless,but I am used his ambition and industry led him number of books belonging to the State
example of a "subscriber,”who failed a em Pennsylvania,built by Dr. Le- to it and like it. — English Mechanic. through almost every department of and in the custody of the Librarian
hope to souls in night.
Star of peace above our strife.
Guiding, where the gates of death
Ope to fields of endless life.
Wanderer from the nightly throng
Which the eastern heavens gem;
Guided, by an angel’ssong,
To the Babe of Bethlehem.
.Star of

him.

ties

j

way

;
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couple of years since, may encourage ! Moyne, of old Abolition notoriety.
some of our readers to go and do like- Youth's Companion.
wise. He has quite a family of children
and had always been accustomed to make The Population of the German Empire.
The present population of Germany
them handsome presents on Christmas
day, but there was nothing the Christmas proper, or of all the territory comprehended in what is now known as ihe
; liter his failure to buy presents withal.
German empire, is estimated in round
V> [e called the family together and made
{his little speech to them : “Now, chil- numbers at 75,000,000. Of these, acdren, we’re going to have a jolly time, cording to a late census, 37,800,000, in-

literaryactivity. As a poet, he was
characterized by vigor and force united
In seven days a dove was sent.
with purity of sentiment rather than by
Every seven years the land rested.
the imaginative faculty or by the dreamJacob served seven years for Rachel.
iness and mystery that characterizesso

Number Seven In

aoi{onJ:

evergreens in cluding 500,000 Jews, are Germans;
2.450.000are Poles, 140,000 are Wends,
50.000 Czechs, 150,000 Lithuanians and
Courlhnders, 150,000 Danes and 230,000
French and Walloons. The Poles live
exclusivelyin the East and Northeast
of Prussia; the Czechs in Silesia, about
Oppeln and Breslau ; the Wends in
Silesia, Brandenburg and Prussian Lusatia; the Lithuanians and Courlanders
in East Prussia; the Danes in Schleswig;
the Walloons in Rhenish Prussia,
around Aix la Chapelle; the French
tartly there, and partly in the newlyacquired provinces of Alsace and Lorraine. There are in the empire twentyone universities,of which the best
known are at Berlin, Halle, Bonn, Erlangen, Leipsic, Gottingen, Heidelberg,
Jena and Konigsberg. Fourteen are
Protestant— that is, they teach Protestantism in the departmentof theology
the other departments of the universities are law, medicine and philosophyfour are Roman Catholic, and three
Bonn, Breslau and Tubingen— are
fore over grapes and frnit-cake.
To many an aching heart the holidays mixed. There are sixteen polytechnic
will be the saddest days of the year. While institutions, likewise; some 500 gymmaking “vain pretense of gladness,” nasia or high schools, a large number of
special schools, and over 50,000 elethere will be
an awful hhuip
mentary schools. The attendance of
Of one mute aliadow watchingall.
children at school for at least four or
But relief from even this “sense” may five years being compulsory in nearly
be had in the effort to increase the joy all the German states, the proportion of
of unburdened hearts and lift the bur* persons who cannot read and write is
den from lives yet more sorely bruised Exceedingly small.
than ours. For we can always find a
EconomizingFuel.
deeper sorrow than our own in some
other heart. The life whose advent we
One of the great objections to ordicelebratewas the saddest of all human nary fireplaces is that too much of the
lives, though, at the time, the most joy- heat goes up the chimney, and innumerful, culminating in the deepest dark- able have been the attempts to obviate
ness and the brightestlight. Our very that loss. Register stoves have been insorrows may be transformed into crowns vented, and various contrivances adaptof joy; nay, will be, if we use them ed to regulate the draught and reducing
aright. The truest tribute of respect the size of the flue. One method proto the dead is love for those who, posed was to light the fire on the top,
though with us now, may soon join the and, after the first few minutes, as the
departed. Whatever vicissitudes of heat spread downward, all the smoke
sorrow or joy sweep over us from year passing through the upper incandescent
to year, the great fact remains un- layer was consumed, and so much the
changed— Christ has come, suffered, as- more heat saved, but the moment the
cended, and lives our Representative on fire had to be made up again all the adthe right hand of the Father. Rejoic- vantages were lost. One of the latest
ing as we should in this, all other causes suggestions to prevent the waste of heat
of rejoicing will be in edihparisontriv- was to form the bottom of the grate of
ial; rejoicing as we should in this, our an iron plate instead of bars. An imdelight will be to walk in His footsteps, provement on that plan is a patent coal
aqd minister, in His name, to the naked, economizer, which has a hollow pierced
the hungry, the prisoner, the homeless, cylinder rising from the middle of the
|

I

j

;

f

!

—

—

-

remembering His words: “Inasmuch plate. The

air entering the cylinder
from below the grate is thus conveyed at
of these my brethren, ye have done it puce into the center of the fire, and the
unto Me.”
heat, instead of rushing up the chimney
in undue quantity, is diffusedinto the
Bashful.
room, and coal is economized. The perHe was rather a bashful young man, fection of combustionis achieved when,
and was over head and ears in love. He instead of feeding the cylinderwith the
could defer the momentous question no vitiated air of the room, it is supplied
longer, so he stammered, “Martha, I— -I by a pipe communicating with the exos ye have done it unto one of the least

59,021.

Eocene Canright, of West Leroy,
was killed, the other day, by the caving
in of an old well, from which he was
removing the bricks, iu company with
Jacob mourned seven days for Jo- 1 ma/
lattorTa//ert\\mon^his uncle. He stood at the bottom of
the volumes of poetrv wliich he has left the web, and just os the last bucket was
Abraham pleaded seven times for , the lie8t
Poem8 of the
about to be drawn up by his uncle the
i i tt- Orient” (1855); “Poems of Home and earth suddenly caved in from above and
On the seventh day God ended H,s Trim,, „ a855). .. The Picture of st.
buried him in the well. The neighbors
i i
John” (186(1); “ The Ballad of Abraham were aroused and prompt efforts made to
The golden candlestick had seven Lincoin - (iho9); “The Masque of the save the unfortunate man but when the
Go(ls., (1872); “Lars, a Pastoral of
debris was removed he was found dead,
Jacob was pursued a seven-days jour- Nonvay (1873) “ Tho propliet » (1874)
standing erect, with his face upturned.
ney by
j “ Home Pastorals, Ballads and Lyrics ”
Deceased was about 27 years of age.
Lvery seventh year the law was read
--(1875), and “ Prince Deukalion ” (1878).
The annual report of the State
to the people.
He also ventured into the realm of ficSwamp-Land Commissioner, J. B. HaviNauruan washed seven times in the
tion, but not with that degree of suclaud, showing the business of his deriver Jordan.
cess which characterizedhis poems and
partment for tho year ending Sept. 30,
On the seventh day Noah’s ark touched
works of travel, and produced “ Han1878, has just been issued. This report
the ground.
nah Thurston, a Story of American shows that during the year 89 miles and
Solomon was seven years building the
Life” (1863); “John Godfrey’s Fort- 81 2-5 rods of road have been placed
temple, and fasted seven days at its
unes” (1864); “The Story of Kennett” under contract, at a cost of $76,382.13,
dedication.
(1866), and “Joseph and His Friend”
On the seventh day of the seventh (1870). In translations his work is the and 38 miles and 7 rods of road and
month the children of Israel fasted most valuable, because it is the best ditches have been built and accepted
by the State, for which $70,050.32have
seven days in their tents.
that has ever been done by an Ameribecu paid. The total number of acres
Job’s friends sat with him seven days
can writer, while in the case of his
of swamp land which has been licensed
and seven nights, and offered seven
splendid version of Goethe’s “Faust”
as homestead up to the close of the year
bullocks and seven rams as an atoneit may be fairly questionedwhether it
is 135,689 30-100 acres. Up to Sept.
ment.
is not the best translation of 30, 1878, there have been 3,207,308 87-100
A plenty of seven years and a famine
that great
ever made in acres of swamp land patented to the
of seven were foretold in Pharaoh’s dream
any country.
addition to his
State in the Lower reninsula,from
by seven fat and seven lean beasts and
poems, books of travels, novels, which there have been reserved on roods
seven ears of blasted corn.
and translations, he has edited a “Cycloand other contracts39,089 31-100 acres ;
In the destruction of Jericho seven
pedia of Modern Travel,” the “Frithiof’s
licensed to homesteads, 129,230 10-100
persons bore seven trumpets seven days
Saga,” Auerbach’s “ Villa on the Rhine,”
acres ; reserved to the AgriculturalColon the seventh day they marched around
and an “ IllustratedLibrary of Travel,
lege, 6,917 93-100 acres, leaving a total
seven times, and at the end of the sevExploration and Adventure.” The same
•f, 443,332 13-100 acres still in the
enth round the walls fell.
graceful work which he has done for
In the Revelation wo read of seven foreign authors has been done for many market in the Lower Peninsnla. The
number of acres patented to the State
churches,seven candlesticks, se^en stars,
of his own works, which have been
seven trumpets, seven plagues, seven translated into German, French and in the Upper Peninsula is 2,634,55236100. From this amount there is held in
thunders, seven vials, seven angels and
Russian.
reserve for the Marquette, Sault Ste.
a seven-headed monster.
His literary activity continued to Marie and Mackinac Bailroad Company,
the
very close of his life. If we
How He Got a Pass.
1,326,965 41-100 acres; for the Menomiare not mistaken, one of his strongest
The art of putting things so as to pronee Bailroad Company, 111,751 80-100
reasons for wishing the position to
duce the conviction which is followed by
acres ; for the Day’s River and Bay de
which President Hayes has appointed
action was known to a poor fellow injured
Noo State road, 20,406 39-100 acres; for
him was that he might be where he
by a railroad accident out West. The
a railroad from L’Anse to Houghton,
could easily secure materials for his
Transcripttells the story
60,845 97-100 acres, and licensed to
He was a brakeraan, and had been “ Life of Goethe,” upon which he was homestead settlers, 6,454 21-100 acres;
at work when death suddenly intervened
hurt iu the discharge of his duty. His
leaving a total of 100,321 75-100 acres in
home was in the East, and the road and the pen dropped from his hands. the Upper Peninsulabelonging to the
Few American writers will bo so sin- State and undisposed of.
which he had sorted passed him to ihe
cerely mourned, for few of them are so
terminus of its line. The next did the
well known to the people. His strong,
same, and also the next; but at last he
Too Much Appetite.
came to a Superintendent who hesi- rugged, vigorous nature ; his genial, hos“ And did you ever see the likes of
pitable, manly bearing; the purity as
tated. The poor fellow pleaded his case.
well as excellenceof his works, and his it?” she called out, os she ran around
He was a railroad man. He had been
chivalrous character as a gentleman, will the corner after a policeman.
hurt at his post. He had been passed
“ What’s the trouble now?” he asked.
commend his memory to his countryby all the other roads.
“Why, first the house caught fire;
men.
The
story of his death will be
“All very well,” said the Superintendtold and liis memory will be tenderly then our boy William broke his leg;
ent; “but I can’t see my way clear to
recalled in almost every part of the then our boy Thomas got in jail, and
give you a pass. If you were working
world. Among the snows of Iceland, then my husband began to fail in
for a fanner, and were to get hurt in
in the shadow of the Pyramids, under health.”
his employ, would you expect another
“ Anything more— is he dead? ”
farmer to get out his team and take you the palms of India, wherever his restless
“ Not dead, sir, but he might as well
feet have wandered, there will be friends
to the next town ? ”
be.
The doctor was around yesterday
“No, sir,” said the brakeman; “not who will be pained to know that this
and
gave
him something to brighten his
great strong heart has ceased to beat,
that exactly; but if he was hitched up
and
that the wanderer is forever at rest. appetite, and he is this minute smashand going my way, I should think he
ing the cook-stove because he’s as hunwas mighty mean if he wouldn’t give me
The Golden State.
gry as a bear and we haven’t even a cold
a ride.”
Californiahas a total area of 00, 000,- potato io the house ! I’d like to have
He got the pass.
000 acres, including 30,000,000 held by tho doctor arrested, sir! ”
Last summer, during the heated term private ownership,7,000,000 inclosed,
a young man had the audacity to strike 4,000,000 cultivated, nine-tenthsof the
The New York Metropolitan elevated
his father. The attending physician cultivated land being in cereals, and road has carried 6,500,000 passengers
pronounced it a veritable son-stroke.„
82,000 in grape vines. California has since June.

o/m

, ill

anyhow. There’s lots of

the woods, and we’ll have the house
trimmed beautifully; we’ll have a tree
and tie on it the rosiest apples we can
find ; you can ornament it with strings
of pop-corn, and hunt up dainty bits of
bright-colored silks and ribbons to
make it look gay. Each one of you can
find among your treasures something to
give to each other, and I shall have a
gift for each one of yon.” So the house
was decorated, the tree handsomely
trimmed and loaded with presents without any purchase being made. When
the distributioncame everybody was
remembered, and the father proceeded
to give to the children the furniture
and fixtures. “This sofa, Mollie, is
yours; this easy chair, "Jane, I present
to you ; the parlor stove is yours,
James ; ” and so he went on until each
member of the family received a handsome present, and they were just as
happy over their “savory stew,” nuts
and apples, as they were the year be-
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possessionalso of nearly all the
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Sarsaparillacider by measure

Probate Order.

or glass

Rendezvous-Halt!

KONING.

G. A.

STATE OF MICHIGAN, Oonnty of Ottawa, ss.
was at the service of
At a session of the Probate Court of the County
Saturday, December 28, 1878. society; a great many of them were trained Oranges, Lemons, Figs, Raisins, Cur- of Ottawa,holden at the Probate Office, In the
City of Grand Haven, in said County, on Monlents, Dates, Honey, Extracts, Nuts, Pop
day the sixteenth day of December, in the year
to leadership nnd management; and in alCom, Sweet Cider, elc, of which you can* one thousand eight hundred and seventy-eight.
most
any
community,
as
we
see
at
WashOR A FALSE TAOS,
Present: Samuil L. Tati, Judge of Probate.
find a nice supply at
In the matter of the estate of Willimeua 8.
ington at this hour, would have taken
Trimpe, deceased.
The whole nation'sattention is drawn
PESSINK’S
CITY
BAKERY.
their position as directors of the political
On reading and filing the petition dnlv ver fled,
to the political keynote, sounded by the
of Jan Trimpe, prayingamong other things for
and social movements. Governor Andrew
Now that we are having changeable the probate of an Instrument in writing filed in
“plumed knight" of the Republican party
of Massachusetts,we remember, In his weather,and almost everybody has a “bad this court, pnrnorting to be the last will and testament of Wlllltnena 8. Trimpe deceased, and
at the present session of Congress,and
beautiful and generous farewell address to
cold” you will do well to remember the that administrationthereof may be granted to
basing read a great many different views
the person named therein,as executor. Therethe Legislature of the state spoke of this virtue of Macalister's Cough Mixture, the
upon it is ordered, that Thursday, the
about the effect of Blaine's bugle blast, we
class of men as the “natural leaders of
best in the market for coughs, colds, aMh- sixteenth day of January next, at
pick out and publish below, the views of
society," ami among the methods of recon- ma, spitting of blood, influenza,whoop- one o'clock in the afternoon, be assigned
|

F

that standard Republican paper, N.

Evening Rut, agreeing exactly with the
views therein expressed, and clothed

in

intelligence that

struction discussed at the time he proposed

ing cough, and

that they should be expressly invited to take

and lungs. Prepared by John P. Lee,

part in the national legislation.

Now

that

language which we cannot improve.

and allow the

real business of

Congress to

not a matter of wonder

satisfied at least

it

be

of

cor. Halsteadand Harrison sirs, Chicago,

should new yeast? It

at all; nor

complaint.It

is precisely

we expected, what we predicted in fact in
has so many words, as warning to the precipiachieved. His resolution of inquiry with tate Republican leaders, who were deter-

PESSINK BROS.

he aimed at nnd which he

the necessary

amendments will

be passed,

said Cay of hearine.
A true copy, (Attest.)SAMUEL L.

1 MONTHLY

42-4w

perforated designs— Gold

and

course; and then when we shall be right-

stating his positions clearly, and drawing
the inferences from

sion. Many

E. J.

worthy of his text, but to cement their union by inearnest, polished, creased industry,commerce and inter-

at

them with

of his auditors,

ly busy in the improvement of the im-

rigid preci-

who

mense resources of

differed

all parts, to let the pol-

itical divisions that

addition

RANTERS.
-

:

A i a rer«*m o.t garo
Nn 4
Otl pur cunt.
A tun uuMcrlpttun.
,

. •

power,
K* veil

the

pru-u. elc.. Is
In an extra of

#«*-•«»•H.meritr.

send for a Copy,

GATES CGBTXS.

added a

full line

the City of
(will Ndl at the following prices.
Lot 9, Block F, Lot 6, Block G, West Addition$176
each ; Lot 18. Block 8, Lot H, Block 11, South West
Addition $176 each. Lots 1, 2, 3. 4, 6 4 6 in Block
25. as organized nlat near the M. L. S. depot at
$225 cash, except Lots 1 A 2 which are $800 each.
Also 6 lots West of First avenue at$125each. The
above will be sold for a small payment down. Also
the following Lots \ 10, 11, 12. 18, and 14, in Block
E. Lots 2, 4, 6 and i in Block II. The above will
be sold on long credit and small payments down.

10 per

of Candies for the

holli-

day trade.

RANTERS.

L. T.

cent,

a

stench in the public nostrils;

Three kinds

old sectional issues will find himself with-

out a party and without support. The
other perceptions of outrage and wrong, man who wants to serve his country must
and other duties to perform. He is put himself in the line of its leading
now the champion of the white race— thought, and that is the restoration of busthat is of the white race of the North— and
iness, trade, commerce, industry,sound
he can hardly restrain himself when he
politicaleconomy, honest money and honthinks of the manifold injusticesthat we
est payment of all obligations;and the
are suffering at the hands of those terrible
man who cun add anything in the direcsouthern Democrats.
tion of the accomplishment of any of these
Mr. Blaine’s argument would be very purposes is a public benefactor.”
effectiveif

it

did not proceed upon two

first is that all the

BOOTS & SHOES 151-tf

Lady

All

—

_

-«••>

etc., fresh

Go and

of the war

are very

upon. Just after the close
was very natural for the

it

Cream Sweet

--

with

30 cents a gallon

G. A.

For Christmas and

New

former enslavers, and in their gratitude to

at

expression of feeling bad passed they

your homes in the Watertown

should succeed in getting the vote of the

“

A B

RANTERS

RANTERS.
No. 1 Cigar

know

to

Agt.

is

simply in keeping with

I)

F

taken place

at the

South has been the

re-

sult of forcible or fraudulentefforts, it

seems to us wholly

gratuitous. The

negroes there were for the most part

ig-

Home

“ Sweet

“

None Such “
High Life “
Red Seal “

“

Inclan

“

“

Regalia

“

Bock
“ My Pet

“

Jewel

“

t.

<t

Northwest

tt

" Victor

“ La Alborada"

“ Habana

it

“ Extra

“ Murillo

it

Swan

ti

Venus

“

“

“

“ Rippers
at

Remember Fresh Oysters can
G. A.

be had at

KONING.

Common VTOTICE Is hereby eiven

that the co-partnerehtp
heretofore exlmlng between the undersigned,
under the firm name of MEYER A TEN KATE,
• general livery and horse dealingbusiness,
Taking all of the Doctor’s publications doing
at Fremont Centre,Mich., is this day dissolved by
together it is not too much to say that mil- mutual consent. All accounts prior to this date
will be settled by the company. Mr. Arend Meyer
lions of conies have been
40-2w
continues the business in nis own name.

sold.

ABEND MEYER.
JOHN TEN KATE.

guaranteed to give perfect satisfaction
with implicit faith in the promises and in every case or money refunded. Price
persuasions of the northern men who went 25 Cents per box. For Sale by Heber
down among them in the character of Walsh Holland Michigan.

Fremokt Ckntre,

A. L.

All

a set of unconscionable scoundrels as ever

degraded humanity. The history of their

See the Agt
peculations and plunders reads like the you Insure
tales that are told of the early English ad-

venturers Into India, when a Clive or a
Hastings set the example. The freedmen
revolted at their saviors and the

salvationthey had invoked.

kind

of

As much

reason as they may have had for disliking
their former oppressors, they had

much

more reason for dislikingtheir late deludes and robbers— the carpet bagger, so

of

L. T.

Query: “Why
tobacco,

-«•*-

-

RANTERS

of

Agt.

/

will men smoke com-

when

Marburg
North LaroUna' at the same
they can buy

price?"
Bros. 'Seal

Grand

the'*Watertowiis"
befote

----

mon

at

VAN PUTTEN & SONS.

Oysters can

be

bought at

45-ly
Pessink’g

by

the Plate, Can, or by the measure, as well
as fresh crackers.

called:

Beside, the old rulers were

still

in pos-

session of the propet ty, and particularly of

the land on which the freedmen ns labor-

Losses honorable settled and promptly
paid by the

Watertown Fire
L. T.

Ins. Co.

RANTERS

Agt.

Holmes

!1W"°n

^
>iS-

sc.

St

Mr. Meeusen continues his dray business,nnd
any orders left at the above store, will receive immediateattention.

SOLD BY

J.

Holland, Nov.

METER

H.

As

MEEUSEN.
42-4w

1878

CO.,

Un,

funitut, Golu, Smug
Etc,,
RIVER STREET, HOLLAND, MICH.
42-ly

Haven, - -

Blinds, Stair Bailing, Etc.

MONTHLY,
HOLLAND,

J. G.

The handsomest

Illustrated

The American edition of ihla periodical is now

MORE TUAN
and

it

70,000

Scroll Sawing of all kinds
done to order.

Maga-

zine in the World.

MONTHLY.

Also Planing, Matching and Resawing.

has a larger circulation in England than any

other American magoiine. Every number comains
about one hundred and fifty pages, and from fifty
to seventy-five original wood-cut Illustrations.

Announcements

Any one of the above articlesmade to order to
any size or measure on short notice and at Grand
Rapids prices.

for 1878-9.
Cor.

Among

(be attractions for the coming year are
the following:
"HAWORTH’S,”a serial novel, by Mrs. Frances
Hodgson Burnett, nuthorof“That Lass o’ Lowrle's.
The scene of Mra. Burnett's new novel is laid in Lancashire : the hero is a young inventor of American

birth. ‘•Haworth’s’

River & Tenth sts.
138-y

THE BEST CHANCE.

the longest story Mrs.
Burnett has yet written. It will run tnrough
twelve numbers of the Monthly, beginning with rTMIE Fine Residence of
Is

Mr. J. Van Landegond,
on the corner of Tenth and Cedar streets,la
November, 1878, and will be profusely Illustrated.
FALCONBKKG, a serialnovel, by H. H. Boy- for sale
48-tf
esen, author of "Gnmiar," “The Man who Lost
bis Name,’’ Ac. In this romsnee, the author
graphically describesthe peculiarities of Norse
immigrant life in a Western settlement.
A STORY OF NEW ORLEANS, by George W.
Cable, to be begun on the conclusionof “Falconberg.'* This story will exhibit the state of society
in Creole Louisiana about the years 1808-4-6, the
Sleeveless Jackets
time of the Cession, and a period bearirg a remarkable llxenesato the present Reconstruction
assortment

1

cheap.

For the Ladies.

Nubias,
— a beautiful

Mich.

This

series (bt-gnn In Angnst with the portraitof Brvant)
will be continued,tnat of Longfellow appearingIn
November. These portraits arc drawn from life
by Wyatt Eaton and engraved by T. Cole. They
will be printed separately on tinted paper, as frontispieces of four different numbers. Illustrated
sketches of the lives of the poets will accompany
these portraits,

to

1«78.

ESTBAY NOTICE!

—

Tern, $4

a

rear la atraace

;

35 ceats a limber.

Hosiery, and

a full line

of

FLANNEL GOODS,
At the Cheap Cash Store of
E. J.

Army
Gray

Harrington.

Blankets.

blankets very
cheap, and an immense stock of
army

'

Rubber Goods

or about the

Subscriptions received by the publishers of this
1st day of December, a cow
(
.... came
into my paper, and by all booksellersand postmasters.
enclosure,
situate and being in the Township of
------------------Persons wishing to subscribe direct with the pubOlive, one mile north of the Town line of the
lishers, should write name. Post-office,County,
Township of Holland, on the Lake Shore so called. and State, in fnil, and send with remittance In
The owner esn have the same by proving his propcheck, P. O. money order, or registered latter, to
erty and by paying accrued charge*. Inquire of

Tv

VALKNTINE PELS.

Holland. Mich., Dec. 11th, 1878.

Manufacturerof

SCRIBNER’S

STUDIES IN THE SIERRAS,- A series of
papers (mostly lllu-trated,by John Mnlr, the CaliHaving but recentlymoved to his capacious fornia naturalist. The most graphic and picturnew store, la preparedto make the finest and beat esque and. at the same lime, exact and trustworthy
fitting boot or shoe one may wish.
studiesof “The California Alps” that have yet
been made. The Series will sketch the California
Passes, Lakes. Wind Storms and Forests.
Quality of work guaranteed,and repairing
THE “JOHNY REB” PAPERS, by an “exConfederate’’soldier,will be among tne raciest
dune on short notice.
contributions
during the comlngyear.
They are writtenand itlusirated by Mr. Allen C.
A. L. HOLMES.
Redwood, of Baltimore. The first of the series,
Grand Bavin, Mich. Dec. 80,
45-tf
“Johnny Reb at Play,” appears in the November
number.
VTOTICE Is hereby given that on

R. E. Workman,

DOORS, SASR,

PORTRAITS OF AMERICAN POETS.

No. 74 Washington street,

«-4w.

30,

period.

BOOTS & SHOES,

kinds of Shingles for sale at
G.

Mich., Dec. II, 1878. 46-4w

MANUFACTURER OF

is

Good Butter
and Eggs.
for

DIALERS IN

<•

“

Cash Paid

“

Science in Story, etc , are publications well known to the reading public.

friends in the sequel turned out as arrant

and splendid Apples,

Conducted by

Bucklin’s Arnica Salve.
little experiencein taking care of themThe best Salve in the world for Cuts,
selves and none at all in the usages of civil Bruises, Sores, Ulcers, Salt Rheum, Tetter,
and political life. Simple-hearted,con- Chapped hands, Chilblains,Corns, and
fiding, easily managed, they trused «t first all kinds of Skin Eruptions. This salve

and leaders. Those professed

Nuts, Toys,

^

•i

" Loyal

norant and uneducated.They had had

protectors

5

it

“ Invincible

Dissolution Notice.

complexionhas Sense,

Provisions, Candies,

fuo(/^NS0N-^'

Advertisements.

political

Feed, Bran,

K/ O

Light Cigar.

of the bearing of things will sympathise a certain class of disease ought to succeed
Remember that the WatertownFire Ins
with the laborers, and vote pretty nearly where practitioners in general practice
may fail. Dr. E. B. Foote of 120 Lexing- Co. will insure your House and Furniture
as they do. Whether this disintegrating
ton Avenue, New York City, has given against damage by Fire on Lightning.
process has began to operate or not we do his exclusive attention to the treatment of
L. T. RANTERS Agt.
riot know, but we presume it has so far chronic diseases for twenty-five years,
during
which
time
he
has
cured
thousands
had an effect as to remove or soiten the
whose faces he has never seen. If you
ptejudices of the blacks against their old
will send to him for his searching list of
masters who now come to them in the questions you will see how this has been
name of Democracy.
(lone in part.— ConsultationsIn person or
As to the second assumption,that what- by mall free. Dr. Foote’s works, Plain

ever change of

£

Groceries, Flour,

as the following list

laborers, and as soon as they are informed undivided attentionto the treatment of

Home Talk embracing Medical

J.MEEUSEN,
Having purchasedthe store business of Mr. C.
Keppel, near the Chicago Depot, hereby
solicils the enstom of his fellow citizens.'
A foil line of

common

laboring classes.The negroes are mostly sense to say that a specialistwho gives his

CO.

Lonls, Mo.

a fine smoker of 10

PESSINK BROS.
It

E. J. HA(R(RI}1GT0]1.

Crackers,etc.,

The Head

Ci^ar.

A J.
“ Hunter

Fire Ins. Co.
L. T.

Cheap Cash Store of

Bakery, as well

every price and quality—

"

would gradually gravitate toward the
Democraticparty, or to whatever party

St.

show:

The

"

-

CHAMBERS &

the

always on hand.

“

Toys, fresh

Insure

cigars of

from a two cent cigar

will

Year the Pes-

home-made candy and
the northern people who had made them
mixed candy from 20 to 40 cents per
free, to adopt the party most intimately
pound.
connected with the change. They sided
-----accordingly, almost to a man, with the
Fresu Oysters always on hand. Liberpersons whom they were told represented al discount made to parlies buying in
their deliverers.But we said at the time
quantities
G. A. KONING.
when it was first proposed to grant them
an unlimited suffrage that after this first

a

that fresh Cream and Mo-

article in this city,

as Cornucopias, Candles, tree ornaments,

Candy

at

cents, nnd are still taking the lead in this

KONING.

sink Bros, have a nice assortment of goods,

negroes, in their resentmentsagaints their

Marvin and Bowman, and Portraits of the other
contributors.We being the Publishers, and employing no middlemen are able to give direct to
Canvassersthe largest commissions. Sell Rapidbargain ly. For terms and circulars. Addrcsi,

and cheap.

try

the ablest Divines of thediflerent

Catholic

Denominations. Illustratedwith
CHURCH. Fine
Steel Engravingsof Bishops

that we, as before, are trying to suit them

also sweet cider always on hand at

inclined to doubt whether it has any-

thing to rest

at Pcssink’s City

as Frosted

Agent Wanted.
The
'he best book ever published
mibllsl
on Romanism. Contrinuted by

J. H.
at

“

now-a-days,we will let the public

PESSINK BROS.

Sarsaparilla cider

or the cunning tricks of the ballot-stuffer.

much

Butter

L. T.

kinds of fresh Taffy at

either by the strong arm of the bulldozer

we

Ladies’ walking shoes, etc.,

fingers,and four different kinds of

Jumbles,

ERRORS
theRUHAH

“

As everyone advertises a

when they are not Republicans they must have been detached

assumption

“

Kenosha

Ottawa or Allegan Countiesin exchange for
real estate in the City of Holland.
Inquire at this Office.

Rubbers, Slippers

Butter

Additional ^ond.

negro voters not

the second, that

first

“

Graham

The Boston

only ought to be but are Republicans;and

As to the

fine

HOWARD,

LAND WANTED.
TN

Oyster Crackers

lasses Taffy at

assumptions that remain to be proved.
The

Four
The
The

of

M.D.

reduction on

For

become such

Apply to,

H.T.

from him wholly in sentiment,were yet the whites of the South take care of the
Thirty Days.
compelled to admire his rhectorical art voters. Let us repeat, then, the timely
The finest lot of Crackers and Cookies
and logical adroitness. Nothing was said
declarations of Mr. Garfield when he said are kept ut the City Bakery of all prices
A complete stock of Boots and Shoes
by way of ventilating the ensanguined that “the man who attempts to get up a and quality, from 7 cents to 25 cents per
under garment (bloody shirt) which has politicalexcitementin this country cn the pound.
for Ladies’ and Gentlemen. Also,
he has other compassions,other anxieties,

i

large stock of

Toys, Albums and fancy articleswe have

among

must grow up

jV.IIS URSINE!

HARRINGTON.

to our

FOR SALE.

'T'HE following describedLots In

0?d«2iiburfl&

In

Grand Rapids, Mich.

SHOREY,

L.

NUMBER,

WM. GELOCK.

36 BromfleldStreet. Boston,Mass.

and Embossed Pictures
L. T.

ers

JOHN

Silver Pap-

the

No. 121 Monroe Street.

MASAZmi FOB YOUHOI3T BXADXSS.

Bend 10 cents
for a specimen copy and Premium-List.SubA large assortment of Ponker’s Patent scribe now, and get last number of this year FREE.

way

concise, vigorous and at times impressive,

DON’T FORGET

SUPERBLY ILLUSTRATED.

the direction of a revival of it is not to be rectified by philippics, or
it will not readily allow the
A very large and handsome stock of
committies of inquiry, or fierce debates.
declamationsand schemes of a few ambi- It can only be made worse in these ways. ready made clothing has just been received
and opened up at Harrington’s Cheap
tious hunters after high place to turn it As we said the other day, what is now
Cush Store. Whole suits can be bought
aside from its purposes.
wanted is not to produce further division there for prices which would formerly tie
Mr. Blaine’s speech, as an oratorical between the North and Soutli on any pre- asked for a single coat,

was

Packages can be deposited, and Informationiut^
nished to those in need of it, facilitatingmy customers in every possible manner.

THE NURSERY,

business, and

reputation. It

Lager Beer.

Judge of Probate.

set its face in

display, was In every

REFRESHMENTS
ON THE

TATE.

prices.

regular

Street,

regular rendezvous,on their arrival in the
city and before their departure tor home, on ac
count of the close proximityto the ValoB depot.
I shall henceforthmake it a point to haveanenrate
time for travelers to start bv, and keep on hand a
full line of

Lunch Counter,

1879. Price Reduced. $1.50

at

Monroe

No. 121
A

/or the hearing of said Petition and that the
the said deceased, and all other
persons interested in said estate, are required
to appear at a session of said Court, then to
be holden at the Probate Office, In Grand Haven, In said County,and show cause. If any there
be, why the prayer of the petitioner should not be
granted: And it is further ordered, that said petiAlways ready for those in a hurry, and will keep
tioner give notice to the personsinterested In said
on hand the best kiud of Liquorsand Cigars and
estate,of the pendencyof said petition and the
the finest
hearing thereof, by causing a copy of this order to
be published in the “Holland City News,” a
newspaper nrinted and circulated In said County
of Ottawa, for three successive weeks previous to

The McCormick Bros. Homeopathic
Medicine cases can he purchased at the
drug store of I). Meengs, and when bot-

mined to decree suffrage, without probaby the consent of all parties, and there, tion and without limits.
we think, the matter will rest. A good
Senator Blaine, therefore,gains nothing tles are empty he can refill them

deal of violence nnd disorder will be in trying to turn the result of iuevitablo
proved here and there at the South. The circumstancesinto a means of sectional acparty presses will make such use of it as cusation and partisan attack. The South
they can, but the sober mind of the coun- is no more responsiblefor it than the
try is not going to be disturbed. It has
North; and however deplorableIt maybe,

at

retail at

with the elocutionary and personal success

that

any. Sold

is superior to

what wholesaleand

WM. GEL0CK,

of the throat heirs at law or

all diseases

such men should have acquired the con- and is for sale at Schouten & West veer’s
“As Mr. Blaine has fired his partisan gun, trol, and an almost absolute control,
drug store. Price 50 cts. and $1. 30-6m
and put himself forward in the way wished of the peculiar elementsof the broken up
it is,>to be hoped that he will now subside
and inexperienced southern societies is
Compressed Yeast— Have you tried that
go on. He should be

The attention of tbe public at large Is ct led to
the fact that most all the old soldiers,tradesmen,
citizens,and farmers, have from ens om made the
restaurant of

•

Scribner & Co.,
713

ft

715 Broadway, New-York.

cheaper than ever before in
this city, at the cheap cash
store of
E. J.

Harrington.

Snow

ifltttngs.

shovels are par.

Mu. A.
Happy New Year.

A

Bi!z, register ol

deeds elect,

of

•city.

A movement

this

»

pipe organ in

a large
the First Keformed Church
is on foot to put

with a fair show of success.

plated building of

a large

new

in this city.

Mu. A. Wanting, medical student

at

spring he will graduate.
-

-

What men

-

want

the logs that are offered for sale ft

is not talent, it is pur-

of Grand Rapids, is

now

Germany, where he

is

self in music.

informed that Mr. G. Vijn together with Mr. P. Van den Bosch, will
Zeeland,somewherenear the depot.

the prison hospital.—

read of trains being

blocked all over the Eastern States, and
from several places we hear of three feet

--

—

look-

—

A

this

as

if

seems from boat

flour mill under construction at

Hamilton, and which should have been

running three months ago, according to
report, is still incomplete.There is a
“sticker’'somewhere.

the Post

Wm. Vkrbkek, P. M.

the church of the above mention denomin

One of

-

our local prophetshad predicted

The

Mississippian has invented an

Parfams, loilit Melt.

Is’nt

it

about time our young

men

organ-

Christmas trees at the Episcopal

and Methodist churches were well loaded,

Wines &

-

-*•*-

--

On Thursday last Messrs. Bilz, Weatherwax and Van Schelven,the committee appointed by the Board of Supervisors to

pump under or clean up
make a scheduleof fees for the different
a certain space on Black Lake, charge a
officers of the county, met in this city to
reasonable addmittance fee, have it for
complete their report.
New Years’, keep it up, and have some
President Hayes has pardoned from'
healthy amusement?
the Jackson state prison Edward D. CurOuu merchants who have purchased a tis, a resident of Grand Haven, who was
heavy stock of goods for the holidays, sentencedone year ago to two years in the
state prison for robbing the mail while

Christmas, the weather being too rough
to go

shopping. It

is

now

in order to

go

A Complete assortmentof Children's and Infante*
shoes for fall and winter, and a full line ut
Ladles’ and Uentleman'a wear.

Liquors,

hour.

mmm

Mr. Gladstone has a daughter who is
familiar with the place of every work
in his library and the run of ils contents.

--

employed as

-

assisstant mail agent

on

thj

-«•»>'

E.

kpecmmiit

pills

— —

Treasury

«•». -----

officials

heavy run for specie after the

ary. They

business you can engage In. |5 to $80
per day made by auy worker ol either
sox, right In their own localities. Particulars and samples worth $5 free. Improve your
spare time nt this business.Address Stinson &
Co., Portland,
8-lv

1st of

Janu-

Maine.

report that since gold and pa-

per have been at pur in

New

York,

the young folks. Another short term will State department that a ship load of an-

many

Rubbers, Slippers, etc.

persons presenting interest coupons for

held at Faneuil hall, Boston,
to

it

Wanted,

be erected iu the public

FI KST CIass improved farm, containing about
Of the neatest styles and best qualitieswhich
80 or 120 acres of land, situated within reach
effer cheaper than anybedy else.
of HollandCity as a market. For particulars,Inquire of
R. A. 8CUOUTEN, M. D.

was resolved

procure a statue of Charles Sumner,

garden in

to

at

APPLES.

pleted, and the statue was unveiledby the

governor of the

state

on Monday

last.

California has had unusually
weather this winter. At Los Angelos
ly

A

cold

trees

apple, cheap at

and probably killing all the
San Jose the mercury

E. J.

D R

on Dec.

13,

which

is the

lowest temperature ever recorded there.

J. A;

T0THEPUBLIC!

whole island of Great Britain, traffic being land speaks with confidence that there can

known

bo found a large and profitable market for

disgorging of

my

chaticl mortgage bv Messrs. Buhl, Du
charme & Co. ot Detroit, I still do a
Hardware business

Opposite the Post-Office.
respectfullysolicit the custom of every farmer
and citlten who may feel inclined to deal with me.
I shall keep on band and will sell cheaper than
ever

FOR; cash:

as anywhere.

me attending nt orderly I have Just received a supply of Stone Tyle, Corn
and ai a specialty In stoves, I have the
ten or nine more days, and in Shellers,
"Crown Helper,” a new cook stove, which will

ness will excuse

for the salubri- burn both coal and wood.

--

kinds and siMfUt stoves.

for the January term of the Circuit Court,

commencing on Monday'

Walter S. Cole, Polkton; John E. Nichols, Will also
Robinson; Phineas Baldwin, Spring Lake;

Lawrence De Lancy, Talmadge;Daniel
Marlatt, Wright; Cornelius De Putter,
have created a natural outlet for our suZeeland; James Glendell, Allendale;
perfluouscoal, and thousands of miners
Franklin Cooley, Blendon; Henry Miller.
may find employment.

E. J. Harrington,is, that he purchases al

......

Chester; Silas Hunter, Crockery; Willard
the wood, logs, ties, grain, and produce,
the worst storms we everexper- Chamberlain,Georgetown; George W.
that is brought to him and ofl'ers ,u
in ca-i
ex
change a stock of groceries, dry goods, 'ence(^iere commenced on Sunday after- Aikin, Grand Haven; William Curtis and

‘

and Tailor,

rooms over K. J. Harrington's

Cutting and making in

first-

class Style.

Cleaning and liepairing don«
promptly and Neatly.

ALSO
Ladies Cloaks Cut and

Made

to Order.
to-tf

Money! Money!!
Can be made by examining the large
new stock of

FURNITURE
Which
will sell

I

have purchased lower than eve

cheaper than ever before.

A FULL LINE OF CARPETS, FROM
CHEAPEST TO THE faEST.

THE

Come^ndsyjh^g^^aay
Beautiful Liue Geese Feathers, Cheap.

0NE

beep on hand a

full stock

of whiftetree, neckyoke and
wagon fixtures.
Call

Wall Paper at Wholesale and
Retail

Bedroom Setts and Parlor Setts.
purchase to your
advantage.
Coffins and Caskets always
wm. c. MELIS.
on hand.

and

Holland, December

1,

1878.

29-ly

I

*

GRIFFIN,

the 14th. 1879:

and Portugal.— fir. Thus the hard times

The only way we can account for t
immense business done at the store of M

VAN RAALTE.

CHEAP CASH STORE-

I

dinner, I hope your high-

Switzerland,

but even more profitable in France, Spain,

for thirty years.

hitter

Parlor and Cooking

Reading, Pa., has room for

American coal not only in

q

The best kinds of

--

places by heavy snows.

K.

HARRINGTON.

tanana trees. At

The widespread misery resulting from a handsome price.
Tinware repaired and made to Order.
“hard times” in England is aggravated ment of coal from the United States to your family.— The Commanding {Officer.”
I have just received patent flre-b*ckhmade
just at this time by the unusual severity of any of the continentalcountriesof EuThe followinglist of Jurors were drawn
to adjust and fit to over JJ00 different
the winter. This condition affects the rope. The charge d’affaires at Switzermany

Specialty.

good assorted eating

This the first ship- ty of your temper and the enlargement of

interupted in

Makes Custom Work a

late-

a severe frost fell, injuring greatly the

Tange

the Drugstore,Holland, Mich.

that

city. The work has at length been com-

reached Geneva, Switzerland, and sold at duty hound shall ever pray

In Scotland the snow-fallis the heaviest

Boots and Shoes

news today?" said a merchant Having been frustrated In obtaining a partnership
in the stock of Hardware recently sold under
his friend, lately. “What news?" re-

has been received at the

from

DEALER IN

BEST

tration of all desire for work, with also the

thracite coal

VAN RAALTE,

“What

probably do so again to-morrow.

finish Mr. Pfanstiehl’s theological course.

HEROLD.

Sept. 1, 1877.

-

don’t expect a very

STOVES.

Information

WTfcb.,

Compound Syrup of Rhubarb. D. B. K.

The study of the English language has
become a passion among the intelligent
let them know that we need the money due become one of the most popular family
natives in India. Their mastery of it is
us in order to enable us to pay our debts. newspapersin the country. The mere wonderful. Here is a specimen. It is a
Those wishing to renew their subscription fact that Leon and Harriet Lewis are the letter written by a native military official
editors is sufficient to make its success a
will please let us know by return mail.
to ills commanding officer: “Honored
0
foregoneconclusion. The lovers of good
a in ti ivi i/j IIU'.IU, u.wuu,
Mr. A. A. Pfanstiehl, theologicalstu- stories will do well to commence with the Sir— Having been amputated from my
family for some years, and as I have comdent at the PresbyterianSeminary at Chi- first number just issued. Only $3 per
CUTLERY, and many other things in our line.
plaints of the abdomen coupled with great
cago, is home for the holidays. He annum. Address Leon and Harriet Lewis
conflagrations of the intervals,and prospreached in Hope Church on Sunday last Penn Yan, New York.
Farming Implements as cheap

among

Holland,

night.

ers will find their subscription due, and is devoted to literature mainly, is illuswe take this opportunity, as the easiest, to trated, looks handsome, and is destined to

will

US.

passage required.

Detroit and Milwaukee railroad.

--

m

Pre-crlpttonscarefully compound by Mr. H.
Westveer at all hours, day or
36-ly

fetches the book needed, and points to the

Accounts from Switzerlandand eastern
to
The new machinery which has been put portions of France represent that the winsponded
the other. “Nothine, only
into the “Plugger Mills,” of which we ter is of unexampled severity.Travel arid
things grow better— people are getting on
spoke a few weeks ago, gives entile satis- the mails are interrupted; the snow is
faction. That mill is now enabled to pro- deeper on the Vosges than the oldest in- their leg* again." “On their legs?" said
the first. ‘T don’t see how you can make
duce a better article of flour, has a larger habitant remembers, and wolves, descendthat out." “Why, yes," replied the other;
capacity, and produces a great deal more ing from the mountains, have been seen at
“folks that used to ride are obliged to
feed than hitherto.
gates of Metz.
walk now; Is not that getting on their
The
Penn
Yan
Mystery
is before us. It legs again!"
With this issue several of our subscrib-

His sermons are highly spoken of

:o:

A.NT)

he desires a reference,she instantly

fell to 22 degrees

and purchase New Year’s presents.

and

-

CALL^SrSEE

Medicinal use only,)

to

but

ize a skating club,

had a bad day on Tuesday, the day before

Cigui,

ice-

owing to the severe snow storm the at- payment have expressed a preference for
greenbacks.
we would remark that if that prophet tendance was not very large. The exA
ercises at Hope Church shared likewise.
Nearly five years ago, at a meeting 1\
calls this an open winter, we have no desire to experience one of his hard winters.

-

HEROLD,

E.

And the finest assortmentof

(for

When

Phqf. Boer, of the True Dutch Reform
ormek
Church of Grand Rapids, was in town on Elde Baun, Miss Emeline Wilbor, Rollin
Christmas day and delivered a Sermon in Nicholls, B. A. O’Neal.

a very open winter, and no sleighing; but

tl

sailH, and claims, in

office at Holland, Mich., Dec. 20th, 1878:

^

received

be propelled by steam instead of
I am now •oiling the Howe Sewing Machine,
And almost everything else bdonglng In a well
a letter which he stocked
and will henceforth keep it for aala at my atore
drug store.
“Brick" had “bursted” once
Peddling machines with wagons has been abollehee
wrote to the Poughkeepsieice-yacht peofor the simple reason that the prices of maebtnea
ple, that he can make 100 miles in an The above firm are the manufacturers of DR. aie too low to admit of any expense In that way
Call in and get bargains.
BCHUUTKN’8

that paper. — Chi. Times. It

List of letters remaining in

evening.

lust

Writing Material, Snuff,

mining property of southern Ari
zona once developed,would supply the
that the

world with precious metals.

of snow.

ation in the

BOOTS & SHOES

This new store wilt keep a full supply of the best
and finest

bandits,

Ai. Now

out, for an escape!

The

have been

OF

Eighth Street, City or Holland.

build a new grist mill at the Village of more.

We

him-

Prof. Cox of Indiana, who recently ex- Mciiut,
onfined in the Minnesota prison, are sick amined the Arizona raining region, says

Cole and Jim Younger, the

Brick Pomeroy has leased The Iji Crosse

are

very extensive.

pursuinghis studies

at the university, and also perfecting

Chronicle office, and will hereafter conduct

recent storm seems to

Kruisenga’sStore.

of

1
PROPRIETORS.

located in Berlin,

they are coming in fast.

to

tchieve, but the will to labor.

The

—

Three doors East

Post, son of Hoyt G. Post, Esq.,

the “Plugger Mills” are purchased,at:

in

-

pose; in other words, not the power

Wic

will

Ann

Arbor, is home for the hollidays. Next

.

All

grist mill

Kennedy

He bus a largo practice here.

Henry

heard rumors of the contem-

----be at the City
afternoon and to morrow fore-

J. C.

Hotel this

Chhistmab passed off quietly in

Wsbave

---

Dr.

A Large and Fine

DRUG STORE, 3STEW stock:
—

corn for three pieces of mince pic.

will

assume his new duties next week.

WARD

FIRST

IIolton, Kansas, farmer sold a bushel

CONSUMPTION CURED

Fair dealing can be relied on.

1
noon an^ subsided on Tuesday evening. George Baugher, Grand Haven City;
The
undersigned,an old and retired physician,
•
"The
streetd
were
impassable
and
the
railin fact, everything needed in a family
George Souler, Holland; Conrad Becker, avlng been permanentlycured of the much
b"d 0orMlc't';
roads were blocked all around us. On the Holland City; Josiah F. Richardson, dreaded diseaseCONSUMPTION, by a simple
at such low prices, and in such immen
remedy, la anxious to make known to his fellowChicago road a train ran off the track, and Jamestown;Hiram Lawrence, Olive; Al- sufferersthe means of cure. To all who desire It.
quantities that the purchaser don’t thi
we* most beamifnt variety•
of going to other cities to do his tradjfg. a snow plow shortly afterward was piled bert Peck, Polkton; Ransom A. Robinson, he will send s copy of the prescription used, FREE Camp Chairs, ornaments,picture frames, bracketa
OF CHARGE, with directions for preparingand et?i’etc «
8. RE1D8BMA.
on top of the wreck. As far as we can as- Robinson; Hugh jMcLcan, Spring Lake; using the same, which will be found a sure cute for
Holland, May 15., 1878.

boots and shoes, ready made clothing, and!

**

‘

..

We

are informed from reliable gtftirces certain no lives were lost, but it is reported
that— quite a number of Republicans being somebody got hurt nevertheless. Up to

Wilson Millard, Talmadge; Dennis Spooner, Wright; Milan Cobwln, Zeeland.

Grand Haven Herald, Thursday the mad was closed and trains
combine and support a Republican were run to and from the wreck to Keep
Judge Kingman of the Wyoming Sunewspaper, to be publishedin the Village communication open. Owing to the fidel- preme Court gives an account of weman
of Spring Lake. Now, how is this? Is
ity of the railroademployes to their mas- suffragein that Territory differing from

Consumption, Catarrh, BronchUlt,Asthma, Nervousness, dkc., Ac,, Ac, Address with stamp.—
DR. C. STEVENS, Brockvllle, Out.

dissatisfiedwill) the

A

TO

STORE!

will

Joslin&Breyman,

the Republican ring bursted—js It split in

ters we are kept in a blissfulignorance of the usual reports. He says that there was
Republicanism of the editor the extent of the damages, but the mere much Indifference to the new law at. first,
of the Herald not orthodox enough. Evifact that the road remained blocked but that now nearly all of the women go

two? or

is

considerable dissatisfaction

up so long is sufficientto
with the Herald, and we will watch further that it was no trijle.
developments in regard to this matter with
interest.

make

us believe

to the polls.

So

important

women’s vote become that

has

Ninth

the

in Paris,

clip the followinginteresting items one of the creatures, which acted as coach- had a perfect pandemonium. The saloons
from A. Helena Star, ot December 13th: man to the great flea coach, managed to were all open. Whiskey was dealt out
Under the marriage notices we find— hop off his box, and selected a rather freely by the candidatesto all who would

6l

River Streets*

In opening this store we open the finest and
largest Furniture store In Ottawa Co., and reepeetfully Invite our old customers to corns and examine onr stock of goods, consisting of the finest
and best kinds of fornlture to the cheapest,Including all the lateststyles, such a* East Lake.

their prefer-

ences are carefully considered in the sewhere the wonder- lection of candidates. “At our first elecful “PerformingFleas" were exhibited, tion,” he says, before women voted, we
At a show

VEEBEEK&CO.

Have re-opened their extenatve Fnrnlturebusiness, closed by the big lire of 1871, on the corner of

is the

dently there

H. W.

Qneen Anne, etc., which we

offer

at

We

Watchmakers | Jewelers,

the residenceof the stout lady, standingnear, as
brlde’e perents, la 8t Helene, December 10, 1878,
ing-place. The proprietor
bv the Reverend James Mitchell, Horace Arnold
, Merrlam and MUs Carrie Lang Lauder.
had spent much time

his first rest- would vote for them . At the next election
DEALERS IN
of the show, women voted, and perfect order prevailed.
who
and patience In caucus discussionsthe presence of a Silver Ware, Watches, Clocks,
and among its locals we find the following: upon the educationof this his favorite infew ladies is better than a whole squad of
“Mr. Lauder came home last Monday from sect, was in despair, snd the lady was
Jewelry & Fancy Goods.
police. Their presence allays strife, and
Southern California, and, we are sorry to asked if she would mind making a search
the proceedings at once become orderly
say, has decided to leave us, wishing, for for the missing pet. She accordingly reand quiet”— W. F. Sun. We clip the

MKRR[AM--LAlTOBK—At

tj

the benefitof his health to change his oc- tired to a private room, and in a few minforegoing article in refutation of an article
cupation and go to farming. With this utes returnedtriumphant,carefully holdwe published last week, which seems to
view he. has bought a ranch in Ban Diego ing the captive in the most approved style.
have been written by some notorious malCounty, 85 miles southeast of Colton, and She handed him to the showman, who
content, in Wyoming Territory. Judge
will remove thither within a few weeks.” started changed color, and returning the
Kingman’s refutationii sufficient,howWe can only add that we wish the young flea to the lady, remarked: “Je vous reever, to successfullycontradict all misatatemarried pair the choicestof our wishes, mercie, Madame, mats celle la est a vous,
menta about female luffrage in that terri-

All Kinds

of Spectacles.

Very Low Prices.
Having booght everythingnew we can sell lower
with a small profit, than old stock can be sold “at

A complete stock; come and
see for yourself.
Hemalnlng Proprietors

of

the

IFHCEITIX
Planing Mill,
We are prepared to mannfkctnref nrnltnre to erder
and can afford to sell common ware very cheap.

ItaUItaerf Geld Peas.

and our old friend Lauder good health pas a moil” Thank you, but Madame,
tory, and the questionis too new and im- Repairing Neatly and Promptly Executed.
and prosperity“wherever he may roam.” that's not mine.
portant not to deserve close scrutiny.
Holland, March 14.
»— ly.

1878.

We

aleo keep oarsehree prepared to do aliktaia

H.

W.

VERBEEKACo.

Holland, Mick., Jaly 25. 1878.

the' shelves, the slabs, were plates, graphs, autumn leaves, growing plants
plates,plates. There was all the rich in sunny windows, whose curtainswere
confusion and something of the discom- drawn back ; and beside a bright fire
fort of a museum in the apartment, and two little children, with a litter of dolls
Mr. Loftus— who had not “learned and dolls’ clothes, and a lady, neither
China”
in the modern sense of the young nor old, who welcomed them
Will this yoar. bring me a precions gift,
Erelt meksflfre*its length of daya?
word, and hated bric-a-brac—after with quiet friendliness, pushed away a
Shall I win the goal that I long have sought,
stumbling over an Egyptian water- big work-basket, brought forward anAnd content in the work my hands have wrough'
cooler and a musical foot-stool, and other diair, and made them comfortable
Toil on in the world's hard ways?
bumping his head on a Polissy plaque, without fuss or disquietude.
was glad to sink into a sofa corner, at a
Ernest introduced himself; then,
Days oHabor anddays ofrest,
safe distance from all curiosities,and “ My uncle. Yonr brother promised to
Days when the heart with care oppressed,
listen to his hostess, who looked unusu- be here to introduce me to you,” he
Hhall yekra tor the strife to be o'er; i>
ally handsome that day, and who, as al- said ; “ but, like the rest of the world,
Days when life wiU seem fair to me,
ways, found plenty to say to the quiet he has been tempted out, I see. Have
..as I think not of care or pain;
Mr. Loftus.
Days when the soul will be blithe and brave,
you had many calls to-day, Miss DickAnd the hot blood leap like a stormy ware.
Gertrude Brixham, in spite of some son?”
From passionate heart to eager brain;
extravagances and exaggerations,was a
“ Two— counting yourselves,”replied
Days fiU) many whan liXe wiU keep
superiorgirl. She had a genuine lean- his hostess with a pleasant smile. “ Let
Its slow, monotonous Wit,
ing toward the best things. Circum- me show my welcome with a cup of
When I shall look back Oil the fair days past,
stances and education held her away coffee.” She filled two cups from a
Knowing their sunshine too bright to last,
Then think of an endless day?
from them, but the impulse and the cafatierewhich stood before the grate
struggle, which were fruitlessof real reThus sped the Old Year's days for me,
on a genuine hob, and advanced a tiny
And what were the gifts it brought?
sult, had the educating power which imsugar-bowl and cream jug.
Bright hope that never fulfilment saw.
pulse and struggle must always carry
Because they clashed with life'shidden law.
“ What delicious coffee ” said Mr.
And work with an earnest purpose fraught.
with them. She was wider-minded than Loftus.
—UIhW« Hour.
the girls about her, read more, thought
Miss Dickson half started at the
more freshly. It was this which made
sound of the voice, and looked straight
her attractive to Alick Loftus, who had at him for a second. Unconsciouslyhe
AN OLD LOYD,
NTTY YEAR.
reached the age when more than good returned the gaze ; then, coloring, and
^Beastly climate ! ” ejaculatedMr. Al- waltzing and a pretty face is desirable half embarrassed, ho leaned over the
even in
the
partner of
of an
an evening. He
Ho table to examine a plate of green mosses
exander Loftus, as ho buttoned his last even
111 ^
ie Pur^ner
glove, one foot on the sleigh-runner.
a®^e<^ himself once or twice why he in which small ferns and vines and
In the sleigh sat Ernest Loftus, hi# fhouldn’tfall in love with Miss Brixham. minute scarlet berries were imbedded
nephewf handsome, alert, point -device f his afternoonthe question rose again ike a bit of mosaic.
in costume from the new — not fc6o
hi8 mind, and with more emphasis,
“ Straight from the woods,” he ob—hat to the flower in liis button-hole, as He was able to marry, and desired a served. “ One rarely sees anything so
became a young man pn a round of yew home. \> by would not this handsome, conntry-likein the middle of a city in
YearV&lbclHo toughed :ai he iaiight capable girl make him happy? It was winter.”
at the word, and the odd. twisted look of
Q^^e the thing he had pictured
“They are all of the winter-growing
dissatisfaction cast by his uncle at the when he was. younger, but times were sorts,” said Miss Dickson. “ I dug them
winter sky, blue and sparkling enough a^ere(h .^he peaceful, old-fashioned up at Orchard bay only a little more
just then to please any but a returned ; home in his mind was probably obsolete, than a month ago, so they have not had
China merchant. Mr. Loftus was not S'0,116 pQt of fashion with pillions and time to lose their freshness.”
English, but long residence in thee British i spinning- wheels. Certainlyhe had seen
“ Orchard Bay? That is one the new
atmosphereof Hong Kong had taught nothing like it since his return to Amer- sea-side places in Connecticut, isn’t it?”
him to swear at the climate and use the ica. Miss Brixham might be the next said Ernest. “ The Pooles were there
national adjectiveas one to the manner best, perhaps even a better, thing. Who
the New Year be to imv—
Like its tint day, clear and bright?
Thia rear till whose coming I vigil kept.
Watching and waiting while others slept.
TUI the two yearn met in the night.

Wh*t

will

A

'

,

!

IN

n

;

new'

^

rock or hewing wood, and whose poverty pinches worse than one of those patent cross-legged clothes-pins, if the
truth were only told.”

_JE»g
Jolla**.
Newl««x.

.

t&smmm

The judgment of the court inquiring
into the Princess Alice disaster, after a
sitting of great length, is that, on con-

clusive evidence, the Princess Alice
“was wholly and solely to blame for the
collision,” and it declares that if she
had ported her helm according to the
rule the accident would have been
avoided, instead of which she ran square
“ end on.” It was brought out that no
rules for steering are in force on the

property Mnt on application.Fall ahane, $10; half
AddnuiSficreUry.
Officer* and TruiteeaOH A*. W. TRAKOIB.V.Pro*. ;
w. W. CJoplk,Sec. ; O. F. OmnKT.Tr***.8. Cash ah am.

•haw*
SFw'.r

THE POULTRY MONTHLY
®?ntbly. d«vot«d to Poultry,Pi«eon*. Dor*,
Rabbin, *nd other pet*. Every nimclalty trottedpraoUcallyand clentiOcally.J. F. FERRIS, Editor, aided
by a *ooro of the belt writer*In the country. IB lane
quarto page*, printed on beautifultintedbook paper.
HabMriptlon onl* Oni Dollar per y tar t Sample copie*

Thames.

REMOREST’S

This country manufactured 100,000,000 shoes last year.

§0

, Something for the New Year.
The world-renownedsuccess of Hostetler’s
Bitters, and their continued popularityfor a
quarterof a century as a stomachic,is scarcely
more wonderful than the welcome that greets
tho annual appearance of Hostetler's Almanac.
This valuable medical treatiseis published by
Hostotter A Smith, Pittsburgh, Pa., under their
own immediate supervision, employing 80 hands
in that department Ten cyl
cylinder printing
presses,,8 ......
folding
machines,
jo presses, Ac.,
_0
----ines, 5 job
are running about cloven mouths
mouths in tho year on
thin work, and tho issno of aamo for 1879 will
not bo leas than ten millions, printed in tho English, German, Frenoh, Welsh, Norwegian,
Nwedieh, Holland, Bohemian and Spanish languages. Refer to a copy of it for valuableand
interesting reading concerning health, and numerous testimonialsas to tho efficacy of Hostetter’sBitters, amusement, varied information,
astronomical calculationsand chronological
items, Ac. , which can bo depended on for cor
rectoess. The Almanac for 879 can bo obtained
free of cost from druggists and generalcountry
dealers in all parts of tho country.
•

1

“ Wlmt Are You Going to Do About It?"
Because tho penalties of physiological laws
are not executed*speedily, some fancy they are
void. But when tho system breaks down, and

freatiy enlarged,with extraordinaryLiteraryAttractloni. Art llluitrationa,Splendid Oil Pictures,
and a grand array of HolidayNovelties.Single. *5 eta.,
post free : yearly. with tbe two splendidoil pictures.
Lion1* Bride” and “ Rock of Ages” 15 by 31 Inches, as
a Dremlnm. when mounted on canvas,flu eta. extra for

NEWSPAPERS & MAGAZINES
at club rates. Time, troubleand expense saved by subscribing through tue Rocky Mountain Subscription
Agencr, which furnishes any paper (except local) published In the United States. Musical Instruments,Sew*
Ing Machines of all kinds Chromoe, Frames. Sewing Machine Needles and Attachments at reduced prices. I
will also furnish Books of all kind* at lowest price*.

Rocky Mountain StereoscopicViews

_

specialty.Don’t fail to write at once for our circular*.
Agent* can make big money. Address
JAMES TORRENS. Kvana.Oolo.
a

_

IH MILITARY I
and Bund Uniforms— OfTircru' Equipment*,
Caps, etc., made by .If. f. I Alley A' Co.,
Columbus, Ohio. Studjor lW\ce

i
1
j

fl

I
Luli. 1
! j Firemtn’t Capa, Belts, gnd Shirit. |

;

'

1

j

almost hopelesscompficationsarise, which tho
CHOICE
family physician, by reason of his limited experience, fails to relieve, the pertinencyof tho
above inquiry is apparent. Many remedies
have been speciallyprepared for these cases,
last summer, I think. They liked it.”
knew?
and many physiciansare bidding for their pat
bonWj p,
“ Yes, people like it, I believe. There
rouage. As [>eforemaking a purchase of land,
This Number is uniform wilh tho Serins, nnd rnntai:;j
“Beastly !” cried Ernest. “ Whv, Uncle .» He ,,a<1 timo for these reflections dur- is an excellent hotel now, and good fish- a “search" is required, and tho title carefully
•nnthpriirxnnitn splendidDeclamntimnAnd Keaun-*.
Alick, what would yqu huv«? Cold ? To inS a few moments of solitude, Gertrude ing and sailing. To me it is spoiled, for examined, so invalids should carefully investi130 pp. Price, HO ctx., nulled free. Soldby llN.k"cibo>..
be sure; what else should- it be on New 1 !1,aV111? b®en colled away by a fresh in- I knew it in the old days when there gate tho claims of any physicianoffering to treat
diseases. Dr. Pierce's Family MediYear’sday ? I call it tip-top weather for
was no hotel, and no summer people, chronic
cines arc well known, and have effected many
the season. Why, last year the mercury
. 0,1 arL‘ looking at my jar, ’ said Mrs. and no fine new name, and hardly any- cures where eminent physicianshave failed,yet
stood ftt* ten above all day* willi a
following tlie direction of Ins one had heard of it except the few to accommodatesurgical and complicatedca*es,
la the Old Reliable ConcontratodLye
like a ra^pK iRm Hemmingway and I unseeing eyes. “Is it not a beauty? families who lived there. Tho place and those desirous of being restoretlspeedily,
Dr. Pierce has erected an elegant sanitarium,at
started wifti a list of 120 cSls, and by Beal diugon’s-blood,and very hard to was delightfulthen.”
a cost of nearly half a million dollars. No inget
now-a-days,
oven
in
Cliina.
lam
told.
“ Is Orchard Bay a
name ? ” stitutionin the world offers advantagessuperior
the timq.wegqt to the thirty-secqndwe
i“rf'
were sb (Bison beat out that we gaVe up, You,1 with your opportunities, must have asked Ernest. “What was the old to those found in this establishment. Half a
JT JS Fl’IL W FIGHT A? D STRENGTH.
score of physicians are in attendance,several
one?”
and stayed (*i in ihe Bnktises- rooms till seen quantities, however.”
Tho market is flood wl with fs.>.ca]lod)ronnentrsted
of whom have l>eeu prominently connectedwith
“Well, no, not quantities,” said Mr.
“Dragon.”
Lye. which is adulteratedwith jtlt and roaln, u».<i uon'\
after dark. Sixteen other fellows did
leading American and European Hospitals. make toap.
the same thing. It was like a party. Loftus, diplomatically. Mrs. Brixham
“ What a queer name? Was it your Every improved facility for hasteninga euro
SAVE MONEY AND RVY THE
that a liberal expenditure of money could seOur driv(?rwas stiff when we came out. moved away, and he fell to dreaming home, Miss Dickson ?”
cure
can
here
be
found.
Before
fully
deciding
had io dose him with brandy, and again.
“ I bog yonr pardon,” with a little
where to go, address Inaralids’and Tourists' Horub him, and make him jump about, or he
Was it the word “ dragon ” which set smile. “ Yon are giving
a new tel, for circular.
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would have fallen asleep on our hands. him thinking of that almost forgotten name, too. Harry should have explained
MADE BY THE
Can you any longer doubt when we
You might have called that dav beastly time before ho went to China? It was that I am not his sister,only his sisterPennsylvania Salt Manuf’g Co..
bring you such positive testimony as this that
if you liked, but this—”
at Dragon, the droll little seaside village in-law. My name is not Dickson. It
PIIILAPKLPHLA.
Dr. Graves’ HEART REGULATOR is a cure
“Ugh!” was all Uncle Alick’s reply. in Connecticut, that he spent the last
for Heart Disease;
Mr. Ingalli:— la 1863 I was troubled with a derangeHe tucked the robes comfortably round summer. He, wondered if the place
“Hope!” cried Mr. Loftus, with a ni'-.nt
of my heart; waa *o I couid do no work; took
his legs; then, “Where first, Ernest, my was still named so, or was modernized sudden certaintyof recognition.
variousremedies,with but littlerelief procured a boU
tie of Dr. Graves' 11KART HKGULA TOIL, and one
boy?” ,\;V. •
y/v
“Yes. Hope Meyrick. And I al- bottls did whit other remedies failed to do-removed
into something different ; if thin-shelled,
“Let’s see. Here’s the list,” producing flavorous clams and small, high-bred most think that you are Alick Loftus.” the trouble, and since 1863 have had no return of tue
trouble. You are at liberty to use tms if ycu wish.
a formidable document. “It’s made out oysfcers with a taste all their own wore
The old friends shook hands warmly.
Mas. W. 0. VVKLL8.
Among the many forms of Heart Disease are
by streets. Green, Gray, Aberaethy, sta:
still
ill its staples; if big, pink-mottled,
“To fancy that I should not have Palpitation,
Enlargement, Spasms of tho Heart,
Winslow— Sixty-seventh street, driver, bell-wetherapples still grew on the or- known you directly!” said Mr. Loftus. Stoppage of tho action of tho Heart, Trembling
“ It is twenty years, you know. I did all over and about tho Heart, Ossification or
Ho. 12. These are all your acquaint- chard trees, and whether Grandmother
•ances, uncle. I’ve saved my separate Meyrick made pies of them. Grand- half guess yon from the sound of your Bony Formationof tho Heart, Rboumatism,
General Debility and Sinking of tho Spirits.
calls for the afternoon and evening.” mother Meyrick ! What was he think- voice, but yonr nephew forgot to men>
Scud your name to F. E. Ingalls, Concord, N.
So to Greenland Gray’s, and on 1 ing of? This was twenty years ago; tion the name; and that it could be H., for a pamphlet containinga list of testimothrough th$ liiij they went, “meeting her pie-making must long since be over, really you seemed so improbablethat I nials of cures, Ac.
Dr. Graves’ HEART REGULATOR is for sale
everywhere the <&me unmeaning, would- Then he thought of somebody younger hesitatedto think so.”
by druggistsat 50 cents and SI per bottle.
“Yonr grandmother?” hesitatedMr.
be-cordial reception, the same set so- than grandmother— of pretty Hope
ciety smiles, the same salad, champagne ; Meyrick, who had cut the last pie for Loftus.
No Failures arl Recorded” of the
Hope shook her head.
and trivializes in the way q/Scon^rsa- 1 him on that last afternoon,had mended
famous outward specific, Henry’s Carbolic
tion. Even the servant^ in Die white | the hole in his glove, and said good-by
“ Grandmotherdied five years after Salve. It is invariably successfulin healing
gloves seemed the same as he opened with a tear sandwichedbetween the two you sailed,” she said. “ And Julia, my sores, curing eruptions’removing proud flesh,
and overcoming suppuration and inflammation.
door after door. For the rooms, they j smiles and a blush like a rose. Pretty little sister Julia— do you remember?
These sanative results it accomplishes without
struck Mr. Lpftus as produced by ma- Hope! What had become of her? On these are her children.We are all scat- leaving any scar or discolorationof the skin.
chinery from a common model, costly, that day it had seemed to the boy Alick tered now. My brother James is settled As a local applicationfor chronic Rheumatism,
sore throat and tightness of tho chest, it is also
inexpressive, unhomelike. He was too that coining home to her was the best in Chicago, Tom in California;Susan
highly spoken of. Sold by all Druggists.
ALWAYS CURABLE BY USING
recently returned to have become used hope with which he went. Did he — yon never knew her; she was our eldFob upward of 30 years Mrs. WINSLOW’S
to the universality of handsome comwhisper a word or two of his hope? He est — lives in Pernambuco. I keep the
monnlace things, and, not having much could not quite remember. Three or old homestead still; but this winter SOOTHING SYRUP has been used for children
with never-failing success. It corrects acidity
small talk at cotnmand (conversation four letters had passed between them, poor Harry Dickson needed me, so I i the stomach, relieves wind colic, regulates
does not flourish in the tea-gardensof ho knew; he had the neat, cramped, came to him.”
the bowels, cures dysenteryand diarrhea,
British China), he diverted himself by little notes somewhere among his
“Uncle Alick,” said Ernest, glancing whether arising from teething or other causes,
old and well-tried remedy. 25 eta. a bottla
studying the objects about him. Where things still ; then, somehow, Hope and at his watch, “ I don’t like to hurry you
did all those huge bronzes come from? Dragon and all things American began but we have forty-four calls on our list
CHEW
OF DIM AN FLESB.
OF AMMALS.
”
The Celebrated
and those monstrous pier-glasses?Why to grow dim and strange, and till to-day still, and
Rheiimntlnin,
Scratches,
Matchless
"
must all the carpets suggest the same nothing had come np to remind him of
“ My dear boy, don’t apologize. I’ve
Burns and Mcnlds, Mores and Galls,
Wood Tag Plug
Stings and Bltca,
ttpnvin, Cracks,
general pattern? And was it necessary them. A plague on the dragon china
no idea of being hurried. Go and finTobacco.
Cut* and Hrulires,
Ilingbone,
to have five sets of
shades
and curtains Mr. Loftus was unusually absent, Miss ish yonr calls by yourself. I shall stay
_r;.
T ____________
The Pioneer Tobacco Company,
Sprains A Stltchra, Screw Worm, Grab,
New York, Boston and Chicago.
Contrartrd .HukcIcs, Font Rot. Hoof All,
to each window? Surely sunshine in Brixham thought, as he wished her here a while longer— that is, if HopeStlATJolnt*,
Hollow Horn,
Miss Meyrick— will allow mo to do bo.”
-nn American winter could not be so en- good-by.
Lameness,
Neglected Cofghs and Colds.— Rncknche,
“
Pray,
stay
as
long
as
yon
can,”
said
^trirely a disadvantage as to require these j “ A penny for your thoughts,” said
Old Ulrera,'
Nwlnny. Founders,
Few are aware of the importance of checking a (angrenona Sorra, Farcy, Foil F.vii,
•pains to shut it out. He made these ! Ernest, after repeating the same qnee- Hope, cordially; and Uncle Alick stayed
Neuralgia, Gout,
Sprains, strains,
—stayed till dark, stayed to dinner, Cough or “Common Cold” in its first stage; Kruptions,
- observations through an
eye-glass tion twice over without an answer.
.String Halt,
that which in the beginningwould yield to Frost Bites,
Sore Feet,
4)erched astride his nose in what Miss “ Your offer is handsome, but my stayed through a long evening, and,
“Brown’s
Bbonchial
Troches,”
if neglected, IIlp Disease,
StiffhrM,
Maude Jennison afterward called “ a 1 thoughts are worth more,” said his un- homeward-bound at last, glanced at the
xml ull external diseases. uud every hurt or accident
often works upon tho lings.
ftscinatingway^ao foreign
and
.
__ queer,
____ , cle, rising from abstraction. “Where still-lighted windows of the Brixham
For general nsc in fnmilr, stable and stock ynrd it is
you. know/* There was a tendency next, old fellow?”
mansion as he went by, and muttered • A wonderful discovery.Freckles,
“The fact is,” said Ernest, glancing
something that Pimples, Moth, Sallowuess,Tam Black Heads,
among tho^ypung ladies of, Ernest’s cir_____ o through his beard
cle,tq admire his ^ nude. Uncles from at his list, “ the next is one of my calls, sounded like “ An escape, by George! Blotches,Roiigh Hkin, etc. , positively cured by
OF ALL
Mrs. Shaw’s Moth and Frocklo lotion. By
What an escaper”
al IV rich jind ittiereit- which I must make now or never, to save
druggists,$1. Particulars free. Address Mrs.
That was last New Year’s day. ^ Alick Dr. Il K. Shaw 140 K 28th 81, N. Y. Mrsing, bn Die stage and off it, and an , time and distance. It’s Dickson, our
uncle from China, with ascertained junior partner, yon kpow. He lost his Loftns makes no calls this year. He Shaw’s liver Pill-bestin the world
good looks and fortyme, should hardly wife in the spring, and hil sister has stays in his own bouse, to enjoy, as he
Valuable information— Jb /mson’#
be. Jess do.
come to keep house for Mm, just round saya, the sensation of having a home to
Anodyne Liniment will positively present diph“Now for ZieBrixhams,”said Ernest, the corner in Fifty-filth street, and he stay in. It is an ample, handsome theria, that most to be dreaded or all dreadful
as they bowed themselves out of Mrs. asked me to call. It is a bore for you, house in a fashionable street; but all diseases. Don’t delay a moment; provoutionis
Jennison’s < drawingroom. “You are sir, but you can sit in the carriage if over it, from attic to basement, reigns lietter than wire. No family should be without
the same atmosphere of graceful use the Anodyne in the house.
hooked
Uncle
----- for there,
—
----- Alick.
----- Miss
— w you like. I’ll not be five minutes.
DAILY AND WEEKLY.
Brixham was very impressive,and made | Mr. Loftus did not like. The day and comfort which made the dainty litTo partially atone for our many sins
me swear to bring you.” He laughed was cold, but that 4id mt account, nor tle rooms in Fifty-fifth street so attract- during theyear now cloning, wo wish to oxpoee
as he spoke, detecting a tinge of red 1 could be, for the sudden impulse he ive to their guest a twelveracuth since. a fraud We refer to the larqc packs of horse
stealing over his uncle’s manly cheek- experienced to enter the small house No wonder ; for the same liands preside, and cattle powders now sold. Sheridan's are
absolutelypure and immensely valuable. This
-1-- not?
“-AQ Youths
v— **-- may
--- before which they now drew upa It the same taste directs, and every day is stAtemeui is true.
foone. ’But why
laugh, but if a man of 43 may not offer was a modest dwdding eftougl^-—in size made pleasanterand all life is brightQuarto Sheet— 56 Columns.
and build exactljh like Its neighbors— ened by the new-old love, which waited
’the tribute of t blush wh<
The. New Orleans Times offers a
but, w»th the opening of the.dqor, a so many years for its reward, and whose medal valued at $100 for the best poem THE LARGEST, CHEAPEST AND BEST FAMILY
pay* him: *4 opmpl^eiH,
NEWSPAPER IN NEW ENGLAND.
setose of bptwtlimgdifferitoL tf& ja’ni- embodied perfection Uncle Alick calls expressing the gratitude of the South
•even a more distressful
fortable struck his senses. Was it the by the pretty name of— Hope. — Har- toward the people of the North for its
been reported.
DAILY EVENING-TRANSCRIPT
snugness
of the little entry itself, whose per’s Batar. »'
kindness during the epidemic.
The Brixhams’ house was one of the
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.largest and finest in the city. Mr.
Loftus, m it chanced, had not entered
it before, and bo was struck by its space
and air of superb luxury. Miss Brixham
imm was
was“artistic,”
aruauu, to use
uue u
a worn
word almost
airaosi

walls were tinted of a clear,
the trails of ground- pine

warn

red

has

;

which swung

(tod Advice.

Mason & Hamlin Cabinet Organs ore
furnished, for cash, from 154 each, upward;

been carried on for forty-seven yean as an

INDEPENDENT

JOURNAL

(Msouming and consideringquestionsof politicaland so>
o4al interest, according to the best onlnlonaand convlction* of It* conductorsIn advocatingfoe g.»od,condemnIng the bad. exposing the fsllsdet of mistaken policy,
and promoting tbeogenerslwelfareof tbe people. Ail
foreign and local news publishedbroraptly.

from the picture-framesand gas -branch;
Bays the Elmira Gazette : “No; every one being of the same highestexcellence.
the big white owl which, from above a don’t learn a trade, young man. You
pair of ---antlers, turned
miight soil yonr hands, wilt your shirt- OHXW Jackson'sBest Sweet Navy Tobaooo
r
----- 1, solemn
------ glass
~ eyes
^
too hackneyed for repetition^ and the (lowli,)P0I11tbein; or™e ujmsual pr»*s- co>llar and spoil your complexion, sweatIMPORTANT NDTICK^-Farii^^ FomU
,rooma we re; crowded with pictures and enoe °* *
roses, which 86111
ing. Go hang your chin over a coun- has sod Other* o*a purchase no remedy sgiul to Dr. is published every Tuesday morning, in a Qnirto Form,
oL her
Kiunce after them up the stain? Mr. ter; learn to talk twaddle to the ladies; TOBIAS’ VENETIAN LINIMENT, for ths cure of comprising nrty-sixcolumn*, at Two Doluks per anher selection.
selectjpn. Porcelain i gnnee
ib
num, inoludlry postage. Single copies for mailing, five
Loftus could not tell.
part your hair in the middle; make an ObUsre. DUrrisoM,DyreaUty.Omp, Colic sod Sea cents, it containsthe choicest
id
literary miscellany,
Up-stairs they went, and
into a small ass of yourself generally, and work for atckocss, Uksa Intonulli lit Is perfectly harmless; res
TdWtiluAttror#hfv -------------»p »id> •pyclslreference to the varied
oath accompanyingeach bottle# and externallyfor
1M. * *H^«r^?.lJ|tretncnU, tbe home circle.In a word,
detail from their glittering facets; jars drawing-room, f The same odd air of wages that wouldn’t support a Chinese
and pots of every nationality filled the ' country
count freshness was there which had laundry man on rice-fed rata and leave a
FAMILY NEWSPAPER,
.1® A* ^ bte^ contents, the principal
big enough balance to pay His washerooruen; ivory carvings, cloisonnes,
Sevres, Limoges, illuminated missals,
woman— just because it is a little more
wnuderfnt proper
precious bits of thjs and that, crowded 1 paper; a floor-covering of plain gray genteel in the eyes of people whose
<5 copies to one address), RLE© oer
Kpow 4k
annum In advance.
Hie tables; and everywhere, on the walls, 1 felt, with a couple of gay rugs; photo pride prevents them from pounding
•EN D FOR SAMPLE COPT,
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JACK KEHOE.
Hanging of a Noted Mollle Maguire.
[Pottevlllo(P».) Cor. Chicago Inter Ocean.]

“Jack” Kelioo,.a*-Kingof theMollie
Maguires, ii dead.. As if to compenbottom of
sate, ip a small measure, for thp dying
agonids of the men cruelly murdered

month. Everj'graduftto
guaranteed a paying **0-

LUoa.

m^ESum

to 9400-factory prioeahonora— Mathuahek’a scab
rqunrea- finest uprights la

$3300^^.V^Vut.XJC
S.

Oo.~Plknossent on trial-AArweCatalog tr* TKT.r.
Mendklsbobn Piano Up., 21 K. lAth StreeLNJf

WtesKs

the glass.

A Here

MENMrAT.

YOUNG

2, A purer article of glucose is detected by pouring strong alcohol on it
in a tumbler. The alcohol will ^dilute
pnre honey, but it will caim a deposit
of glucose as a gummy suOftance at the

Cipher.

The he«t food hT'thn world for InTnlid*. and readily
Uken by the little /oiks. \VOQLIUCll A CO. on every

under his direction, his death struggles
Vice President Wheeler understands
upon the gallows in the Pottsville jail
fully the insignificanceof his office
CABINET 0R8AN8
were terrible. Never has a criminal
during the tenure of a robust President, Dimsm-trou*but by HIGHEST HONORS AT ALL
been the cause of so much excitement
EXPOSITIONS FOR TWELVE YEARS,
and doesn’t hesitate to add a joke of WORLD’S
via.: At Pabib, 1HJ7; Vienna, 1870; Santuuo, 1876.
in Pennsylvania. His death was uniPhiladelphia,
1876
Pabib, 1878;add Grand Swedish
his own to the many current concerning

MA80N&HAMUN

IS
TN

KNctu, 118 Waah’n BL, Boston,Mam.

WANWMM

AGENTS WANTED FOR THE

UXCTORIilLH.
$111

I HISTORYofmWOBLO

tO$100l

Address

BAXTER A cSvteKf

contains(172 fine historical engravingsand 126(1
large donble-eolnnm pages and is the in>«t complete
History of the World ever published. It. tells at eight.
Semi for specimen page* and ex»rn t«rtm» to Agents.
Address NATIONAL PUBLISHING CO.,
Chicago. Ill

iT^tkiffe.. N. T.

Splendid Wock ready with
Agents Wanted oh salan

It

;

versally
“

demanded.

I never felt better

in

my

life,”

he

the place

Gold Medal, 1878. Only American Organa over award
ed olgheet
»t honor*
honors at
at any suoh. Sold for oaah or Install.
menta. Illub

:

“A few weeks after I became Vice
President,”he said, “I went one Sun- jjgaawg
day to a church in Washington.The
good minister prayed for the President I
A
and the Cabinet, and for the Senators In EACH TOWN to MELT, MY ARTICLES.
and members of the House of Repre- NO MONEY REQUIRED Ull aalea are made. I will
•end an outtit, with pamphleta to advertise,by mall,
sentatives,and the Governors of the pontpvld. This is a good opportunityfur agent* to add
to their income withoutrisking one cent
several States, and, finally, for the something
Write tor particulars to
heathen, but made no mention of the
W. H.
Vice President. As I waswalkiug home Morristown, Ht. Eawrencc Co., Now York.

remarked, as he prepared to receive his
wife and bid her a iong farewell. The
woman, who has worked indefntigably
to save her husband, wrent away brokenhearted. *
All was now ready,
and the great criminal came from his
cell. He was dressed in black, with a
heavy cloak wrapped about his shoulders. Ho walked steadily to the scaffold, and eyed the fatal noose for a moSam Shellabarger came up and took
ment. When the platform was reached
my arm, and said ‘ The preacher was
the reverend fathers kissed the doomed
rather hard on you to leave you out of
man, who folded his hands, and, in a
his prayer altogether.’‘ Yes,’ I replied,
calm but clear voice, said, “ I am not
‘ it struck me that he was; he put me
guilty of the murder of Langdon. I
down below the heathen as not worth
never saw the crime committed.”
praying for at all.’ After a while I got
He then took the cloak off and anover fretting about my uselessness in
nounced himself ready. The Sheriff
the Government machine, although I
adjusted the noose. Kehoe nodded;
always appear to myself somewhat like
the trap was sprung, and the body fell
a contingent remainder or an adminisdownward and brought up with a dull
trator de bonis non."
thud. It fell sideways, and the rope
slipped; the body swung round, and,
It is stated that the United States aud
as it dangled at the end of the rope, the
India are the only countrieswhose exlimbs were drawn upward and twitched
ports now exceed their imports.
violently, and the strugglesof the Mollie criminal told the terribleagony he
was suffering.The prison physician
declared that death ensued in less than
SUCH
1
four minutes, but other physicians felt Consumption,Bronchitis, Asthinn, General
Debility,Brain Exhaustion, Ciu-onle Conthe pulse for six minutes, and respira•tlpatlon,Chronic Diarrhea, Dyspepsia,
or loss of NERVOUS POWER,
tion was noticed on the fifth minute.
Are positively and speedily cured hy
The body was cut, down at 10:37, the Fellows’ Compound SYRUP OF HYPOPHOSPHITES
It will displace or wash out tubercoat was takin off, and the cap displaced
culous nutter, and thus cure Uon
sumption.
enough to show that a stream of black
By increasingNervous and Musca
blood had issued from the left ear.
lar Vigor, it will cure Dyspepsia,
feehloor interruptedactionof the
The neck was very much discolored,
Heart and Palpitation, Weaknessof
Intellect caused by grief,worry, overand the hands were purple.
tax or irregularhabit*,Bronchitis,
The body was given to the underAcute or Chronic.Congestionot the
Lungs, even iu the most ulorming
taker and taken to Shenandoah.With
cases.
It cures Asthma. Los* of Voice,
Jack Kehoe died the guiltiest of all the
Neuralgia..St. Vitus' Dance, F.pilep
Mollie Maguires. In his prison cell, in
tic Fits, Whooping Cough, Nervousnese.and is a most wonderful adjunct
fancied security, he has seen a score of to other remedies In sustainingHie during the process of
Diphtheria.
his tools go out to their death, while he
Do nut he deceived by remedies bearing a similar
remained to brag of his power and to name no oti.er preparationis a substitute for this under
any circumstances
mock at justice, In the coal regions
Price, Sl.SO per Bottle, Nix for 87.50.
Sold hi/ all
this man was known to every one as the
J. N Harris A Co Western Agents, Cincinnati.
Ohio.
King of the Mollies. He was a man
HABIT & SKIN DISEASES.
who wielded great power. He kept a flpiniwThousands cured. Lowest Prices.Do not
VI iUJMf'all to write. Dr.F.E.Msrsh.Qulncy,Mich.
saloon at Girardville, held the office of
High Sheriff, and, as county delegate of
the Schuylkillcounty Molhe Maguires, KIDDER'S
rlestown,
opened the meetings with prayer, and
A Un i to Agents canvassing tor tuu fireside Visitor. Terms and Outfit Free. Ad>
immediately discussed the murder of
dress P. O. VICKERY, Augusta,Maine.
some one who had gained the ill-willof
the “Buckshots.” For years he has
.SMiSmaMUMMkflMlariMSOuMn,^TW
niw »'• ftwa
•rtfiMl.M* .W. . rMt-r, m1t
been a member of the society, and was
connected with deeds of violence from
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For years he had planned
plotted the boldest of crimes. The Dr.
first.

fate of

many

a victim was discussedand

Craig’s Kidney Cure.

The great Specific for all Kidney Diseases. Has never
failed in any disease of the Kidneys in the past three

bar-room. He appointed 4X UNIVERSITY PLACE, NEW YORK.
men to commit murders, and was the
loudest in his praises of a man capable AGENTS, READ THIS!
We will pay Agents a Salary of 100 per month and

WHOLE

HEM

v,)r>' important bills

pensioners, ^

lowed to pies, aB pensionclaimsheretofore admitted will
be reopened,thousands of meritorious
olaimantsv/lll bn
droviped from tho rolls, and grent injustice done. For Bill
particulars, send for copy of Thk, National TltUH!Ni;.
nn 8- page paper,Issued monthly,and devoted to the Inten sts of soldiers and aailors,and their hotni. Contains
a'l NKW IIOUNTV and PENSION LAWS Hnould be in tho
hands of every noldier. Terms, GO cents per y»ar,
Special Inducements to clubs Spscimen copy free.
Addrena.at once, GEORG K K. LEMON A CO..
Wsshincion. I). C.
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and had been courted and
3000 ’“KKS”* DIVED A**!
bowed down to by politicians.It was Is
ait.i
no wonder, then, that he felt his own picd boys need apply. Address P.O.Box
Chicago,
islature,
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173,

power, and deemed it sufficient to keep
him floating on the swift-running tide Cheapest Toy Lantern
which was bearing so many of his daring
and desperate followers to destruction.
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tests to prove the purity of honey
1.

Honey

:

with a poor
when poured into
strong Japan tea, turn black,
adulterated

article of glucose will,
a cup of

by the action of the tannic acid upon the
copperas left in the glucose.

some eminent person.
I/mdoti, h sermon
by Rev. T. De Witt TALMAGE, or Brooklyn,and occasionallya sermon by some other well known proMber. It
hkewlao gbo* s.nclaland reltjfioussketches,narrntlrcs,
•needutet1,articleson prophecyby clergynu n andoUiers,a
serial '.-rthullln^
intero!'.ike- Sent p<>»i t>Mld. 01,50 p«r
annutn. Kvnbie Omr Free.
l.I.Kir.tl
cmnnns"i"'> allowed. Andies*
dos. Spurgevn, Co StLIe Houeo, ‘Z, V. City.
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The Son will be printedevery day daring the year to
come. Its purpose and method will be the same as In
the past; To presentall the news In * readableshapa*
and to

THE
MntclilefmGrnta-SAvinv, Time*
I Mvlitc, HIM Al»t«y-8avln| TBrrsiMrs •("hi*
sud
n

IN

tho Kxtia
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Onin HAYED by

liitss

enjoyed by sny other American journal.

l"t

The Hun la the newspaper of the people. It U not for
the rich man against the poor man, or for the poor
man against the rich msn, but It seeks to do equal justice to all interests In tbs oornmnnlty. ;lt la not the or>

ImprovedMacblues.

”

and all such time-waatlax and yraln-waatlu* roropllrattona. Perfectlyadapted to all Kiodaand Comlltloua ot
drain, Wet or Dry, Long or 8hort Headed or Round.

ganof any person,o!asi, sect, or party. There need bo
no mystery about Its loves and bates. It is for th#
honest man against the roguee every tlaae. It is too

BURR PUBL|NHING

honeet Democrat aa againstthe dishonestRepubltr

the

Twenty-fiverears. It tracesout the moat 'noJd'lCk
noted
Robbers. Scientific Th'eves, Lottery Men, CountorfeitCounts 1DuMoney Dealers,Pickpocket*,Shark* and Swindlers of
all kinds upon the public. The book is
is meeting with
astonishingsuccess. Agents are averaging from 4U to 60
orders per week.
week. We offer extra inducement*,
inducements, and pay
Freight charges on Books. For term*, address

to

chsngo from drain

to

.

which an honest newspaperaeed have. TUhtts tho
which baa won for this newspaper the opnfidenM
and friendshipot a wider constituencythan was eves

110 Revolving Rhnfilo Inside the Bey«IN rstor. Entirely fiv« (tom Deal«n.Pickers, Unddlrs,

40 FulLPnge Engravings.

,

policy

TUB ENTIRE
Throohing IxpenOM
to & Tims* Uist sni
rtn
matlv by
lAiid ulteti a

though the heavens falL

has

icy

Rnigetw will not ftabmlt to the

enonuou*wsstsra of(lrnloA Ili« Inlrriorwork 'loneby
tb« other uhcIUuh,wbeu ours (totted ou (Uo dldvrcuca.

1

the truth

been, Is, and will continue to be In dopendent of everybody and everything save the Troth
and Its own convictionsof duty. Thai Is the'eulypol-

xmirrailnn.Beyond *11 Rivalry for Rapid work, Per*
Cleauiuy. and for tfavlob' Grain from Waitaje.

ARAIN

tell

The Hum

.lay

AMERICA,

and for the honest Republican as gainst the dishonest DemocratIt does not take Its one from the nk.
can.

Seeds.

teranoM of any politician or political organisation,ll
Hakes no LltteriufSor Scatterluya.

gives Its snpport unreservedlywhen men or messnruo
are In agreementwith toe Oonsiltutionand with (he
Sire* of
principlesup
willed this repuhilu was founded for
lux Irom Ms lo Twelve llortosis«, auu two stylesof
the people. Wnenever the (JoiistituMon and constituHnuuted Horse Powers to match.
tionalprinciplesare violated It speaks out lor (hs
right To at is
Sun’s idea of Indspendonce.
In
this respeettderewill he no change lu lu programme
for 187V.
Thk Hun has fairly earned the hearty hatred of rescala, frauds, and humbugs of all sort* and suae. It
II xtnea, with Valuabl* Iinprovrmauta and DliUnctlr#
bnpeetooerervothat
hatred not less in the year 1070
Frttart*, Ur beyond any other uak* or kind.
than In 1878, 1877,or any year gone by.
I*
printed lor tne men and women
to-day, whoso con
oern Is chiefly with the nlf.ilrsofto day. It has both the
and the ability lo afford Its readers th*
etc.,our “ViBwATOB”Thrcab«rOutQUsr*Inct)m|MreiiU. disposition
promptest,' fulleit, and most accurate lotelllgence
of
whatever ip the w.de world le worth attention.To thl»
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NEW HOME

Unrivaled Steam Thresher En-

THE HUM

M

Improved,and most Thor-

oughly Cuuatrucied

end the resourcesbelonging to weh-esubilshed pros-

EWING MACHINE i

of English
E8?K8^Mm5.^Sffl^r-XCEUGems
New enlarged

AGENTS WANTED

|Y“

are not

Hong.

edition.

In localituii where we

Price of aach In

represented.

Cloth, $3.00.

Fine Gilt,$4.00.
Boards,52.80.

These are samples of BO or more
bound music, each containing 2.«i to

THE IMPROVED ARMOUR

FAMILY KNITTK MACHINE
Knits a Complete Stocking Any Size.
Don hlv.sti iicd MITTENS
Mini 11 Go-eiii Variety uf
l

j

;

FANCY WUKKT.

fine collection* of
850 largo pages of
tho best songs or pieces. The "Cluster" Is tilled with
rather difficult Piano Music, and "Clarke's” with th«
best arranged Reed Organ Music extant

But to Introduceoarreachinn Into
all parts of the cons Try, we have
determined to sell

^

TWO SAMPLE MACHINES
In
hi

Only

each miuuxy
nucu
county Kir
for

| $19 Each.

rf|i
j

Tiie number will lie limited, a*
3 each sale at the low price is muyify
*a to intro/lacethe nmriWur.

AGENTS

l»

continue

the hminees.
Order early, and enure one.
Tills machine was awarded First
•rize at New York and Ohio Slate
’airs last year, also at several
ounty Fair*.

Elegant Books of Musical Literature.
Gilt-edged, Interesting,
•resting, are the Lives

,

....

^

_

of Mendelssohn,
of

Schumann and Moxart

RITTKK’M

Masters,
rKKVH <f«'iMreiiY“oFlftV5io
voK. each $(.50). and Urhlno's Mnslcal Bkigraphiea
(Sl.A). Also, many attractive collections of Christmas
Carol*, the splendid Niinllght of Hong (illustrated).
The Mother Goose (illu Lratfd), that will throw the
llUte ones Inte ecstaaies—and many others.

week

Is fujly presented. He
.1,.

market reporte^areJjg-

edited with
wit great care and ablllt
passed- ’heWREItl
;lymun is probablyrest
more fanners than any other paper publist:
,
ihllsbed.
A.
ebotek story, with other o%refuily-pri'i»aro<lmlecel
appears In each lasue. The W early protectsHe
barringits advertisingcolumns against fraaffW
Stainer's Dictionary of Mnslcal Terms ersby
•nd humbugs, and furolsbeamore good nutter for Use
money than cab he onUtnedfrom any othst • lurce.
(86.00) Is s rangnlficent
Illustrated Mnaical F.ncyclopodla
The pnoo of tha Weekly HUM, eight pegee.flft/-slx
ol great and permanent value.
oolomns.ts Ml a year, pottagepaid: Forctufie of ten
partrnent.

»:
1

Any book

ni"1

mailed, post (W«s for retail prtee.
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OLIVER DITSON &
C.II.I)ltson<fcCo., J.
S43 Hrnsdwav. N

Y.

CO., Boston.
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Publisherof The Hum. New York ORf.

N. U-

YirilKN

E. IHtsou Ji Co.,

iu>

’tortlaemer'

CATARRH

®^Stl

R KNITTING-MAOHINR 00,

Watertown, New York.
Foil Instraotlonafor operating accompanymachine.
The orderingof two aaactilnee securescounty agency.

FRANK

paid.

The Hnnday edltlor The 8 UN te also famished eep.
arstely st 91,20 a . ir, postage paid.
' “
The bOMl
HUNDANHum,, in additionUi
u> the current nev
entertainingand ipKrnctlve body of literary and aiaceilaneousmatter,in bulk twice aa great and In vain#
not inferior Pj that of iho beat monthly magazinesof
aasw
iwjisi is ssa
vmwsi east.
the day, rea
at wist?
one tenth
of their

(8

iidfii
IPrice$40

Jl

perity will he liberally employed.
The present disjointedconditionof partieslo tblfl
country,and the uncertaintyuf the future, lend an jsg*
traordinarysignificanceto the events of tha oomlng
year. To presentwith socuraoy and dearness the exact situation in escb of Its varying phases, and to expound, aocoidlogto IU well-known methods, the principles that should guide us through the labyrinth, will
bean importmt part of The Hum's work foe 1870.
We have the moan* of making THE HUM aa a polltF
cal, a literaryand a geaetal newspaper more entertain*
log anff mote ute'ul thao over before; and we mean to
apply them freely.
Our rates of subscriptionnmsln unchanged.Fewthe Daily Hun, a four-page sheet of tweatyutghtr.
columns, the price by null, postpaid,la 64 ueaSs a*,
month, or 4(1.60 a year. or. (Deluding tha Hnnday
paper, an eight-page sheet of fifty-six columns, the-price Is
‘
G4 oenu a month, or 91.10 ai*tr, puataga

Is!

Ever invented.It U

la a terrible dtseaxe. Its fcnrD-.l tCkCtt hre rormptwiwmluif down tiio throat,weak in-wakaaiwg.la* ot
of fimi-ll,d haunting obm*. iiMl aefohniUds, .
nnq litmlly connumption. Thousands suffer with this digcow without knowing its nature or tho great danger Im
neglecting1L Many thousandsamvfriug with consumption who a fewjrtuys or niontlisl>c-jiiru Lad only cutarrlr

LESLIE’S

CONSUMPTION

POPULAR MONTHLY!

lo#t yeauy carries thouMinds to an untimely grave, not
Iparhig the young, the talented, nor the beautfrar.

1879.
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'll,k;h ,liakcfl life *> miserable
thntUsVHlmsaroalriimtrcady
the advice/of Job’s wife, "turje God eud die-'1
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BRONCHITIS

The Largest, Cheapest and Most

approach «»nrum!)tlop.— F or Uiese and (dU'ulmonary
WbCiibes,Dr* M* W. Cusc’m T real ment By the uto ofhI«

Attractireot the Monthly

ATE

Magazines.

'Jt*

The great merit of the

Meren^* ^

wooSa for

the

TAR

rott<lor

^

(erthcoming

BaJsuras and cordials of tlic most hcnllhg and soothing properties arc so combined with lino
Tree Tar that the mere breathingvalorizes them into a dense smoke. Tills Is iii/m’ot— taken
right to the diseased part. No htmt, no hot waUr, simply totaling or biratlunnit, and you
, SS
iwycr ut once. ^UlUic oilKaud balsams am dense on the multitumnou* air vcsl-i
cles of the lungs thoir capac ity faorondytoUjrenUused and the hollow chest in & few weekbeeohiex rounded and full. To eases ofcqnluinption
beyond the possibilityof cure the Inhalants.
KiTpJGW rmjgf, and In many insunces cure cases consideredhopeless by all who know them
CATARRH, bo very dlfQcult to treat, and so seldom curud by other methods,rcudllr yieldK
to mis treatment, by breathing the vapor and forcing It into tho diseased cavities of he head

mP*

1

More

of

literaryand »riJvt4^ depart-

POPUI4AR JIDXTIIIjYa and, .such atraageBrilliantly Attractive.

Each number contains 198 quarto

pages, and over
beantifulengravings- two semi- annual volumes,
therefore, contain 1,030 Qaarto Pages, and more
than 1,900 HaniDonieIlluainaH«aa,constitaUng
a comprehensive library of the highest order of Motion,
Poetry, History,Adventures, Essays,etc., and a vast
aonree of entertainmentand valuable information.

lOO

Publiahed 15th of Each Month.
83.00 per Annum I 83 Uenta per Number.
Postage Free.

,

IEON, of

ACKNTS WANTED.

AY-;-: H

ItalsocnTM
it also cares even kind of FRVUt, DYBPKPfliA and Ton*

It la a Revelationof Strugglesand Triumphs of the
most renowned Detectives on the Globe for the

OF THE WORLD!

M

L

pemte
remove

BATTLE CREEK, MICH.

LEADING MARKETS

60y000

\

THE FATHER MATHEW REMEDY

NICHOLS, SH£PARD& CO.,

BEIT BRITAIN, FRANCE, QERMANT, ITALY,
SPAIN, RUSSIA, POLAND, EGYPT,
AND AMERICA.

TIE SMITH ORGIH CO.

OVER

$l

Is a certain and s needy cure for Intemperance. It de*
•troys all appetitefor alcoholic liquors and builds tip the
nervous

850 Pages Octavo.

II-

Everywhere recognized aa the FINEST
efforts to proenre,by petition or otherwise such legislationin their respect- IN TONE.
ive States as will prevent the placing
of any adulterationson the market un- Made and In nse. New DeaignB conatanUy.
der the name of honey. This becomes Beat work and lowest prices.
W Bend for a Catalogue.
the more important since, during the
past year, some American honey has
St, opp, WiHk St.
been condemned, in Great Britain,as
adulterated.We certainly ought to
prevent the sale at home of such adulterations os are forbiddenin European
countries. We suggest the following
weekly.

V,

The Antidote to Aloouol Found

'

Litera-

A SELECTION OF CELEBRATED CASES

STOVE POLISH
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L

e.T MILLIGAN.

And Stc?m Thresher Engines,
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WITH IMPROVED

DETECTIVES

OF EUROPE and
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w Threshers,

CLARK &

Bee-Keepers’ Great Needham
Association,in session at Grand Rapids, Musical Marvel. \ 809 FilbertSt. , Phihda. Pa.
has adopted the following circular
A few facta are necessary to preserve
MaltliewHalc
boot
consumers of honey from imposition.
1,000 Prominent persons— men and women
Nice white comb speaks for itself and is
analyzed.Steel Port ml ts of A. T.
qrpKWAprn
Vanderbilt,
generally admired, but the price many
O A £4 W iilhly BENNETT. Etc. Too
sensation of the season. Now is the time for
lovers of honey will not afford. It
ABFklTfttouoareterritory.Address,for
makes a beautifuldish for the table, but
.
1 O agency,clroulani and terms,
AMERICAN
PUBLISHING CO.,
is no better than extracted honey. All
Chicago, HI.
comb is wax, and in the stomach it is
perfectly indigestible.Extracted honey
is the pure liquid honey, taken from the
combs by the honey-extractor.It is
entirely different from what is known in
the market as strained honey. Consumers help to impose on themselves
by the false idea that pure honey will
not granulate. They desire ungranulated honey, and dealers have attempted
WARNER BRO’S CORSETS
to supply the demand. Almost all pure
reivlvnlthe lllrh. «t Medal at the rrctul
PARIS EXPOSITION,
honey will granulate when exposed for
Prej- ail Americancmipetltiim.
Tt»e|r
some time to light and cold. The granuFLEX IDLE HIP CORSET
UJU Uill««L waHSAXTKD MUI lu lireaa
lated state is an evidence of puritv.
Much of the jar honey heretofore sold
and recoihmended not to granulate is
|is soft *M Ih-xltdo and ciitiUls*n<i
bone*. Prlre by mail, It.SO.
a very inferior article, composed largely
For vale
*11 ItaiUngjnarrhattf,.
WURWBBIROS^aHirptiwiiT.
If. N.
N- T.
of glucose. Granulated honey can be
reduced to its liquid state in a few moments by placing the jar in warm
water. When thus liquefied,it so reFirst Established 1 Most Sooeesifalt
mains for some time before again crystaleizing. Consumers may*be sure of a
THEIR INSTRUMENTS have a aUndafd
wholsome article by purchasing granu- value in all the

Hchierelln

MOUNTED HORSE POWERS,

__

w AGENTS

Outfits Wantiu)!
fTHEO. J. HARBACH,

The Michigan State

MOLLtR'.s

THE ORIGINAL ft ONLY GENUINE

ieet

the Best, Lnteat

Oil

3*74.

ANTED

Is

x.ru.

MOLIER'S ^VCOD-tlVER'

Rs|.KmklL

UNION. 27 Park PUce. N Y.
union!8!

B.

a™

I« porfpotlypure. Pronounced (he host by the highest medical suthorltieain the world,
highest
award at 19 World's Expositions, and kt Paris, 187A
Hold by Druggists.
IX.
C«.. N.Y.

Sunshine of Song.
•JOJIXSON,
CO., Cluster of Gems.
to aoat Dtereopuoon
30 Union Square, Now York.
Clarke’s Reed Organ
Orange, Man*., Pittsburgh. Piu, Chicago,
Melodies.
_____________ HI.. HI. Lewi*. Mo.

I

v*"* <«««.

SHOULD

TIB BAT

Household Matters.Agriculture,Ac.
S3 per nuiiiiin.
niiiiiim. poatr
posltiKCprepnld.
“to
A large cash commission paid
h agent*, bend 3-cent

J.

AHEAD

.

All the Time.

Tie Great Anerican Tea Coiaiiy,

ture.

The

his

rim very best goods
direct from the ImP°riere
rtere at Half
Half the

"

Unsectarian, Independent Journal.

Illustrated with

me

and Expressed

Poatofflce
dreka.

Cod liver Qic

^ Vibrator

Devotedto Religion,Morals. Reform. News.

Q

any sufferer sending

I

THE CHRISTIAN UNION.
An

valnahleTreatise sent to

183 Peart fitnul New, York.

‘praMgjWa.CnU.eto. Sold

M AGICLANTE:RN

Frauds in Honey.

I

25 CENTS A BOTTLE.

81UO, 7 I-H do 8140, wurmuted lur SIX
year*. AGENTS WANTED. IllustruteU
Ihituloguea Mulled. Music ut hulf price.
HORACE WATERS M SON’S, Mimiil'ra.
and Deulera, 40 E. 14th St., N. Y.
The Great Family Weekly.

M
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ROSEWOOD PIANOS

all

I

end nnexcelk.,'emedy for

nrrnntcM

sv

or

reeda

HUM. 7 Octave

As

ktifki,

k.lr,

$n0,LD PANACEA’’

Bowels,Sore
achej and ALL AC H
Wholesale and
:

B sets with Sub. Buss
Coupler 8S0.2 sets 1*50. 1 set 8-60, I set

It-* set* of

iidiiI

Is sold

Infallible

cents per bottle,The most EFFECTIVE
PAIN DESTROYER In the world. WILL
MOST SURELY QUICKEN THE BLOOD.
SUliDffc INFLAMMATION and HEAL,

PIANOS uml ORGAN'S at Extruordlimi'v
1.0 W' prices t'nrcush. SPLENDID ORGAN**
t

HOUSEHOLD PANACEA

t. ",B

lIOMDAY9>fi<po««o/'100

will during the

padi,

whether taken internally or applied externally,
and thereby more certainlyRELIEVE PAIN,
whether chronicor acute, than any other PAIN
ALLEVIATOR, and it Is WARRANTED'
DOUBLE the STRENGTH of ANY other1
ELIXIR or LINIMENT.

HOLIDAYS!!!

8

of doing a “clean job ” — in other words, expenses,or allow a largo commission, to sell our new
wonderful inventions.W* mean what ue say.
killing a victim at the first shot. The and
Sample free. Address
HHER.1IAN Ok CO., Marshall.Mich.
years 1875-76 struck terror to the hearts
TRUTH 1H MlUlilY l
of the Mollies. Arrests were making
P>Wm» Muum. Ik. STM. k|^..k
e~.
win at* c..u,
Mbr .f «•. u4
on every side. Jack Kehoe alone felt
krh W
Md
• .—..tpun*.
•rr.wf.ur.
kun»l.r
secure. He had seen townships misgovml ft.m..Ik. Im. ,.4 fUw »k«. r»
Du. W M.mwk
erned and robbed by his men ; he had
SUnm. Prof. AKTINXZ,4 IWlaw
si..D«u*. Mm. rku
n-n.
seen his candidates elected to the Leg-

st

i

REMEDY

HUNT’S

cures Excessive Intemperance.
GeneralDeliility, Gravel, Diabetes. 1’aln In the Hack, Side or
l/mis. and all IHsuases of the
Kidney*. Bladder und Urinary Organs. I’hyniciiui*prescribe HUNT’S
ED Y. Send tor pamphlet to
WM. K. OLARKK. Providence.R. I.

I>r- C'RAIG,

settled in his

| BROWN'S

THE KKMKDY

11

A?

Both Internal and External.

Met of Medicines linin'nro nun.*
that are miual to Hi:. XT’S
lor curing Dropsy.
Hright'sDinease.Kidney. Iliadderund Urinar) Compliiinla.

.

.

foe beueyihg

COMSTOCK,

.

|

LITE AGENT

CURED FREE
I

1

this

hreto&eSeSribe^ ,nlmlation 18 olily method by which
mi P M ^ A T O M O " Yo,‘r methods of treating Calarr?:nnd'.

terriblean d

M

al

most u*

.

I

Sartre

m

w

Lopsuropuon arc certainlyvery eflcetual.

l.lrru„?a?raS?,UfflPU°n-<lrc
'-D'

InhalauU.''80-callcd hopeleai cases' need not dcKpair?’— Cnai Hamilton Cass. Ji. b.. LoutsViUe, Ky. » My lungn ietre very Mir ant rough dtercmng. Both are now greatly relieved,nnd l
am so well pleased with your Cnrl>ol>t« of Tap Inhnlaut fliat I wotild not part with H at
any price.’-J. J. Bennjnoton. «06 Elm Street.Philadelphia." For throat or lung diseases.Ur.
‘

use's
LarDOiaie 01
tor innaiam
is aecuieniy
’ose
s Carbolatc
of Tor
Inhalant is
decidedly emcacioQa.
efficaz-ious.1 have observedthe masThappy results
follow its use when all other means had fallal to give rel
relief.’*-!. II. .Moore, M. D., Phi fa.. Pa.
to any part of the United
Btotcs, to be relumed if not ‘atirfactorv.
. to 3 1*, ii. For terms, call cr ,. rite to

y(

Frank Leslie’s Publishing House,

‘sent

.

53, 55 & 57

Park Place,

XKVV YOUK.

DK-

ITEWJFIEM

Ijumcw’ Column.
How

Broom Corn.

to grow

G.
Broom

corn should be planted

GRAY’S

Wholesale Dealers

VAN PUTTEN & SONS,

evenly as you ean by the hand; or what

We

Is

common

garden drill. This

will sow it lust thick

enough. Cover by

better,use a

weak-

flats

up. as the great fault with most peoin planting too

thick. This

weeds and gives the

coma

this it requires the

same

corn. When

other

in head, go

Inst

so as

a bed that will keep offthe ground

your brush on

which

this bed,

;

will

hold the brush from eight or ten rows; let

He

tie it

in

the sun two or three days, then

up in bandies and stack in round

stacks, putting ten

or

twelve in

a

stack;

cover this stack with stalks,tent fashion,

making

can

it

tight at the top, but so the air

pass through the bottom. In this

manner

it should

remain two or

three

weeks, until thoroughly dry; then you

may

haul to the barn and take off the seed.

This operation

is

best and quickest done

by using a common threshing machine.
Take off the top and have a boy to hand
you the brush, taking as much as you can
hold in your hand at once. One man and
a boy can clean several hundred pounds a
day in this way. There are several varieties of broom corn, but the evergreen is
much the best, as it yields more both in
seed and brush than any other, and is
worth twice as much in the market. From
two

and see for yourself, no
trouble to show goods.

to four quarts of

good seed will plant

one acre, yielding on

good ground seven

to corn for feeding

which

is

-

ing the preference to corn stubble or clover

Mr. Geo. A. Brown writes to
bun« from Niagara County, N.

The finest Saloon

indicationin

A

P.

5-tf

nmuimnmia!

twenty-firstday of January, A. D.

1879,

BOOT,

Jr.

a nice line of Coffees,Teas. Spices,
Candles, Tobaccos and Cigars,

O L

GIVE

CHEAP TOYS

A

I ID

MEA
P.

for the

S,

IT

J!ALL

!?!

BOOT,

Jr.

Store.
Farm

amount now dne and payable on said mortgage,
both principal and interest,together with the costs
of this notice, and the legal costs ot foreclosure
and sale, lo the highest bidder at public auction or
vendue, at the front door of the Court House, of
the County of Ottawa, in the city of Grand Haven,
that being the place for holding the Circuit Court
for the County of Ottawa and State of Michigan;
the amount claimedto be now due and payableat
the date of this notice on said indenture of mortgage for principal and interect, is two hundred
and forty dollars and twelve cents ($240.12.)
Dated, Holland, Mich., Oct. 24th, A. D. 1878.
J. HARRINGTON,
Aneigrtee of Mortgage.

EDWARD

37-lSw

BANKING.

I will sell eighty acres

42-tf

of

M. D.

HOWARD.

FRESH STOCK OF

GROCERIES.
stock of sugars

iety

stem and collar

of

an attacked tree

may save it. But It is more likely that
some minute sapsucking insects are destroyed by the scalding. At any rate

9-ly
my

a

tree

size

and color

application.Good feeding and
seem

to

enable

free

a tree to resist or

tne following described lot, piece or parcel of iand
lying and being sltnated in the County of Ottawa
and State of Michigan,to wit: the sooth half ol
the south-east quarter of sectionnine In town

WANTED!

cast off

year’s honey

home markets rule
low. Several shipments have been made
to Europe, with more to follow. At a recent meeting of the Los Angelos County

SHINGLE DOLTS,
For which the

highest market price
will be paid in

CASIX

Association, the presidentstated that one

of his men extracted 2,200 pounds of
honey in one day, and his partner ex
tracted 2,240 pounds in one day ; neither
had any assistance,and each removed the
combs from the hives to the honey-house
and returned them to the hives after excrease of

one swarm

mentioned the

Inquire of

Holland, Dec.

in-

next, attwo o'clock In the afternoon, to pay th
sum due on said mortgage with Interestand cost?
Includingsaid attorney fee, and also the sum dn
for said taxes paid with the interestand charge

trial will convince you.

S-T-em
B.

CARPENTER.
Grand Rapids.

Insurance Notice.
Home

New

York,
British America,
Underwritters of

Good Things for 1878-9

of

N

Y.

Fund

Scribner <&

Co.,

Howard

743 Broadway, New-York.

2ft-

MEAT MARKET imcci: tom
—

1

1ST

THE

—

FIRST WARD.

McBride.

As

t

tf

mm!

Just published,a new edition of
,92. CULvXBWSLL’6C1LSB2ATI9IBBAY on the radical cure (without medicine) of Spermatorrhoeaor Seminal
Weakness, Involuntary Seminal Losses, Impotency, Mental and Physical Incapacity,Impediments to Marriage, etc,; also Consumption, Epilepsy and Fits induced by self-indulgence or sexnal
extravagance,Ac.

The nndersigned announces to the Public that
nr Price in sealed envelope, only six cents.
The celebrated author, In this admirableEssay,
they have finishedtheir new Meat-Market,and are
now ready to supply their enstomerswith ail kinds clearlyderoonstiatcs, from a thirty years’ successof Meats and Sausages. By promptness and fair ful practice, that the alarming consequences of
dealing they feel confident of giving satisfaction to self-abuse may be radically cured withoutthe danall those who wish to favor them w ith part of their gerous use of internal medicine or the application
trade.
of the knife, pointing out a mode of cure at once
ain and effectual,by means of which
The stand is one door west of G. J. Haverkate &
_____ jr.no matter what his condition mar
Son’s Hardware Store.
be, may cure himselfcheaply, privately and rcdlW. BUTKAU,

J.

Holland. July

14,

cally.

VAN ZOEREN.

|3W" This Lecture shonld be in the hands of

187ft.

every youth and every

_

TUG FOR SALE.
T

1

AM

authorizedto sell the Steam Tug "Gem'
terms. Inquire of

on favorable

MANLY D HOWARD.
Holland.

_

1878.

FALL AND

Millinery

|

man

in

the land.

Sent under seal. In a plain envelope, to any ad
dress, poet-paid, on receipt of six cents or two
post stamps.
Address the Publishers,

Thi
41

mWEll

KDICAL C0„

Aia 8t-, Vivlork; Post Ofloo Box. 4BBB.

WINTER. 1879.
i

Taney Dry

Goods,

thereon.

Dated, Grand Hat*n, October twenty-fifth,/
D. 1878.
EZEKIEL JEWETT, Mortgagee.
R. W. Duncan, Attorney for Mortgagee..'17-18 w

$UU

rour own town. $5 outfit free,
deader, H y°o want a business
at which persons oi cither sex can make
great pav nil the time they work, write for particnlars to If. Hallktt & Co., Portland, Maine.
*

week

in

11,

1879.

44-tf

Land

for Sale!

ROOKRINDING!

pounds of

extracted honey.— [J. S. Calkins.

OF BOOKS;

Call and see for yourself; one

And

a

large stock of

LADIES’ FURNISHING GOODS,

|

Standard Trimmingfi, Bonnet*, Hats, Feathers, Flowers,
Ribbons, Lact Collars, and Silks.

A

.

Full line of Winter Cloaks and Shawls.

PFANSTIEHL & GRISWOLD.

this season to four-

teen, altogether yielding 1,000

hereditamentsand appurtenance*thereunto tx
longing or In any wise appcrtAlnlng, at the fron
door of the Court House ol said Ottawa County.J
the city of Grand Haven in said county, on

W—
day, the Twentieth day of Janmar;

Immediately 1,000 cords of

6,250,000 pounds. The

member

THE WORLD

IN

Holland, Mich

product of Southern Californiaat about

tracting. A

COPIES.

The New-YorkTribunehas said of it: "St. Nichotae
has reacheda higher platform, and commands for
its service wider resources in art and letters than
any of Its predecessors or contemporaries."The
London Awerory WorM says: “There is no magazine for the young that can be said to equal this
choice productionof Scribner’s press."

JACOB VAN PUTTEN.

sum of nlnety-flye dollars ard fourteen cent*
of Teas, one that we ofler for 50c per
claimed to be due at the date hereof, and a lien on

E. J. Harrington.

growth

the infection.

Ber-kbrpbrsestimate this

50.C00

Euerybody treated with hindness
and respect.

cannot be

Cheap Cash Store of

of its foliage after this sort of

OVER

It is published simultaneouslyin London and
New-York. and the transatlanticrccoguiiionis al
most as general and hearty as the American.
Although the progress ot the magazinehas been
a steady advance, it has not reachedits editor's
ideas of best, becanse her Ideal continuallyoutruns It. and the magazine as swiftly follows after.
To-day St. Nichotae stands

office.

the mortgaged premises pursuantto statute, foi
taxes paid by said mortgagee on said premises, in'
eluding interest and charges on said taxes, and
also an attorney fee of thirty dollars provided foi
in said mortgage ; and no suit or proceedinghav
including Corn and Tomatoes, etc.,
ing been Institutedat law to recover the debt now
Hay, Corn, Oats, Butter and Eggs, will remaining secured by said mortgage,or any pari
thereoi'; Notice Is therefore hereby given that by
be taken in Exchange for goods, at the virtue of said power of sale and pursuantto statute
In such case made and provided,said mortgage
will be foreclosed by a sale at public vendne of the
highest Market Price, at the
mortgaged premises therein described, to-wit: ah

will generally show Improvement in the

Messrs.Scribner & Co., in 1873. began the pub
iicatlonof St. Nicholas, an Illustrated Magazine
for Girls and Boys, with Mrs. Manr Mapes Dodge
us editor Five years have passed since the first
numb-r was issned, and the magazine has won the
highest position. It has a monthly circulation of

Roger Williams, R.

communicated the disease to every tree
scored by the knife used, whether a bud pound that cannot be surpassed. Try it.
was Inserted,or whether the bud grew or Also, a full assortmentof canned fruit

to the

Choice Cigars and Liquors.

Magazine.

Ideal Children’s

The srrangementsfor literaryand art contributions for the new volume—the sixth— are complete,
of Cal.
drawing from already lavoritesources, as well as Firemans’
Does a general Banking, Exchange, and Collec- from promising new ones,
Orient of Hartford, Conn.
tion buoinean. Collections made on all point# in
Terms. $3 00 a year; J5 cents a Number.
the United States and Earopc, Particular attenSubscriptions received bv the Publisher of this
1.
tion paid to the collections of Banks and Bankers.
Paper, and by all Booksellersand Postmasters.
Remittances made on the dav of payment. All
Persons wishing to subscribe direct with the pubWc represent the above reliable Fire Insurance
business intrustedto me shall have prompt attention. Interest allowed on time desosits, subject lishersshould write name, Post-office, County, and Companies, in this City, with a total capital of over
State, in fall, and send with remittancein check, $12,000,009.
to check at sight. Foreign exchange bought and
P. O. money order, or registered letter to
sold. Tickets to and from all points in Europe
Holland, Mich., August 7th, 1878.

and so does the wind, ns
Mortgage Sale.
PvEFAULT having been made In the condition?
may sometimes be seen by a drift ot the beat.
\.J of a certainmortgage executed by Johr
disease across an orchard. It is also taken New Orleans, Sugar .................8c. Ahearn to Ezekiel Jewett, dated the fifth day oi
9c. October, A. D. 1868, and recordedin the office ol
up by the roots of adjacent trees- when Extra C .............................
the Register of Deeds for Ottawa Comity,Stale o:
there is no blossom. The writer has more A ................................... 10c. Michigan,on the fifth day of October. A. D. 1868
at three o'clock In the afternoon, in Liber K ol
than once cut buds from trees that as yet Granulated .......................... He. mortgageson page 565, by which the power to sell
said mortgage nas become operative; on which
showed no obvious marks of yellows, but
We have a fine lot of coffees and in
mortgage there is claimed tobedno at the date
which exhibited them the next season.
hereof the sum of one thousand and sixty-two
spices, and we have among our large vardollars and thirty six cents, and also the furthci
These buds being inserted in nursery rows,

An

BANKER,
HOLLAND, - - MCIHIGAN.

A complete stock of Groceries constant-

hand. Our

Game always

For Girls and Boys.

ALONE

for Sale.

Fillmore. Inquire

and

onu o'clock in the afternoon, the said

indenture of mortgage will be foreclosed by a sale
of the said described mortgaged premises, or so
much thereof as shall be necessaryto pay the

Store on River 8tr. opposite Meyer & Co’s Furniture
42-8ni

on

that a copious application ot boiling water

--

St. Nicholas, The

Together with

tree

failed. There appears to be some evidence

industry.

EatingHouse

sold at

in pollen dust

you order, and pat-

home

in

|

sap from an infected tree into the circula-

from

ronize your

OYSTER HOUSE

PulverizedSugar and Candled Citron can be
had at the GROCERY of

tree should be allowed to blossom, or to

tion of another. Bees carry it

call before

Photographic Materials. Metropolitan Restaurant

SUGAR SARD

No

the insertion of the minutest portion of

Prices Low.
Give me a

Holland, Mich., October4, 1877.

Mich.

ship of

shows the marks of this
communicable by

4iMy

MORTGAGE SALE.

of splendid clay
soil, six miles from this city. Near church
low and remainl so. We suppose the and school house, at a bargain, 30 acres
disease to be yellows. Does a tree once of this land is partiallyimproved. Also
attackedever recover? Does it usually 40 acres of unimprovedland in the Town-

live at all; that

everywhere.

Boney Carpenter,

and smell peculiar; the tree becomes yel-

subtle infection.It is

Work Warranted and

and

color extending through to the pit; taste

The disease is clearly the yellows.

on

--

CEMETERY WORK
-- IN
--

All

The Gray Medicine Co.,

GRAND HAVEN, MICH.
•

all kinds of

STONE.
treating these specialdiseases.
Full particulars in our pamphlets, which we
I keep constantlyon hand the best kind ol
desire to send free by mail to every one.
stock, and also a nice varlett of designs. Letter
The Specific Medicine is sold by all Drngglris at ing done in the English, Hollandand German lan$1 per package, or six packagesfor $5, or will be guages, as desired.
sent by mall on receipt of Jhe money by address

Choice Stock of

ripening of the fruit; fruit highly colored,

spread and destroy a whole orchard?

Office

And

the City.

A disease of the peach made it appear-

flrat

overindulge)
suit of a IHe study and many years of experience

MONUMENTS

-

:

county. The
a tree is a premature

•

GRAND RAPIDS, MICHIGAN,

H

ance three years ago in this

—

No. 10 Mechanics'Block, Detroit, Mich.
t3T"Sold In Holland by Heber Walsh and by all

Henry Weirich

The 7n-

Y.

\

Uni-

-

-

Also, an assortmentof

Yellows in the Peach.

Loss
TABLETS, HEADSTONES
After Taking,

fii)l Broadway New York,
/"'VN the twenty-fifth day of March, A. D. 1870,*
Mellissa N. Adams, of Irving, Barry county.
Manufacturers,Importers and Dealersin
State of Michigan, executed, acknowledged
G. VAN PUTTEN & SONS.
and delivered under her hand and senl, to
Holland, Aug. 17, 1878.
Edward L. Garltck, of Olive, Ottawa county,
State of Michigan, a certain indenture of mortgage upon the following piece cr parcel of land,
altuateand being In the Township of Olive.
County of Ottawa and State of Michigan, and de
Stereoscopes and Views,
scribed as follows, to-wit: the north-westquarter
of the south-east quarterof sectioneight, town
six north, ot range fltteen west, containingforty
Urge sample package sent free on receipt of 15
acres of land, according to the government survey, ENGRAVINGS, CHROMOS, PHOTOGRAPHS, cents, to pay postage and mailing. Agents wanted.
be the same more 01 lees, which said Indenture of
Address J, p. Rfamtaia, Cgdenshnrg,N. Y.
ON DRAUGHT AT
mortgage together with the certificate of acknowl
And kindred goods— Celebrttle*,Actresses, etc.
edgmeut therrto attached was on the fifth day of
Ever since the death of the popular Crosby the
May. A. D. 1870, duly recorded In the office of the
Register of Deeds, in and for the County of Ottawa, State of Michigan, In Liber U of mortirages,
on page 340. Said indenture of mortgage was on
No. 104 Monroe Street,
the third dav of November,A. D. 1H75, duly
and
Wc aA: the headqnartersfor everything in
assigned, acknowledged and delivered by an
the way of
assignment in writing, endorsedupon said imlen
ture of mortgage, by the said Edward L. Garlick
to Henry Snook, of Olive, Ottawa County, State
of Michigan,which said assignmenttogether with STEEE0PT1C0HS AND MAGIC LANTERNS,
No. 12 and 14 Canal Street,
the certificate
of acknowledgment thereof, of said
Each style being the best of its class In
assignmentof mortgage,was on the fifteenth day of
Opposite Sweet’s Hotel, has taken the lead as
the market.
Oct. her, A. D. 1878, at twelve o’clock M., dnly rethe POPULAR
corded in the office of the Kegisferof Deeds in
Beautiful
Photographic
Transparencies
of
Statand for the County of Ottawa and State of Michigan, in Liber No. 8 of mortgages, on page 606. uary and Engravings for the window.
I Said Indenture of mortgage was on the fourteenth
Cigars day of October, A. D. 1878, duly assigned, acknowl- Convex Glass. Manufacturersof Velvet Frames
edged and delivered by an instrumentin writing for Miniatures and Convex Glass Pictures.
of the City of Grand Rapids.
Liquors.
by the said Henry Snook to Edward J. HarringCatalogues of Lanterns and Slides, with directon, of the city of Holland. Ottawa County, State
of Michigan, which said assignmentof mortgage tions for using, sent on receipt of ten cents.
togetherwith the certificateof ackowledgment
X col 43-4 m
Lunch from 10 to 1 1 o’clock a. m. thereof was on the fifteenth day of October, A. D.
Prop’r.
18;8, duly recorded in the office of the Register of
Deeds in and for the County of Ottawa and State
HENRY WI ERICH.
of Michigan,in Liber No. 4 of mortgages on page
Grakd Rapids,
iSMm
419. Defaulthaving been made in the conditions
of payment of said mortgage. Notice i» hereby
befit Oysters
Finest
g\ren‘ that under the power of sale containedin
on hand.
said indenture of mortgage, on Tuesday, the

sod.— [iVsftrosAa Farmer.

-

as

')

purposes. Flat, loamy,

corn; but any good corn land will do, giv-

__ Abase;

laxmg0f memory,

Druggists

PRICES ARE LOW.

nearly equal

or river-bottom land, is the best for broom-

t

Manufactureraf

versal Lassitude,Pain in the Back, Dimness of
Vision,Premature Old Age, and many other diseases that lead to Insanity. Consumption and a
Prematnre Grave, all of which as a rule are first
caused by deviatingfrom the path of nature and

WASHINGTON STREET.

or eight hundred pounds of brush and forty bushels of seed,

Warehouse &

be performed

from two rows; lay them crosswise,

it

Come

start. After

joint; take off the leaf, then cut the stalks

lay

Fair dealing can always be
relied upon.

Etc., Etc.

cultivation as

from two rows; cut just above the

—

Lager Beer.

A prompt delivery free of charge, can
the seed is nearly be relied upon.

When

ThifWTiA

Wholesale agent for Ph. Best
Brewing Co’s celebrated

Crockery,
Flour «fe Feed.

kills the

ripe begin to cut. First cut the brush

make

Caps,

from getting crooked.

This operation will have to

to

<fc

it begins to shoot out

is fairly out, to keep

-

LUCE,

H. R.

in

over and bend down all that

several times.

— AXiSO

Groceries,

if the ground is hard
cloddy. After it is up about two inches
harrow with a two-horse harrow, going
twice to the row. Don’t be afraid of fearit

of

Smokers’ Fancy Articles.

have Juet received a large new flock of

or

Is

all kinds

oeiore

ing twice to the row

ing

And

Dry Goods,

passing over a light onS-horsu barrow, go-

ple

-

STREETS.

(Near the AlleganDepot.)

,unfalllngcurefor

Burned oat by the late Fire wa re-opened In
corn, on good ground that has been thor- our new etore jnet completed at our old aland on

Elver Street,

HollanillarlliiWofk
CORNER FISH & SEVENTH

isejninal
ness, Spermatorrhea, Impotency
and all diseases
that follow as a
sequence on Selfe

spring, about the same time as Indian

oughly pulverlied with the harrow.—
Mark out your rows three and one-half or
four feet apart Sprinkle the seed as

Specific Medicine

TRADE MARK. Is especially rec TRADE Mj
ommendedasan

IN’

in the

Remedy

The Great English

RADEKE & SON,

!

!

T WILL sell 80 acres of unimproved land in the
The nndersigned wishes to inform his old friends
1 town of Heath, Allegan Co., Mich., one mile
and residents of Hollandand vicinity that being si south-east from Hamilton. A portion of the soil
present located at Muskegon, he has made arrange- is sand v, part clay, the balance a good hay marsh.
mentswith Mr. D. R. Mecngs.at Holland, at whose All easilycleared. Enough pine and oak still on
store, on River street,all Job work for binding can
the land for building purposes. Well watered by
be left. 1 have purchaseda new and completeline a Spring Creek. Price, $8 per acre. Fof further
of tools and stock and will furnish first-class work. particularscall on or address

I

Michigan is proud because "Michigan
wheal" is now quoted in the London
market under its own name.

Muskegon,Sept.

A.
8 1875.

CLOETINGH.

EDMUND SKINNER,

84-3m

Sangatnck,Allegan Co., Mich.

The largest and finest variety of Worsted Goods.
Gloves and Hosiery of

all colors

and

sizes,

Satin Ribbon, something entirely new,

L &

double
etc.

S. VAN DEN BERGE,
EIGHTH STREET - - - - HOLE ATTE, MICH

